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Book tells how
Calloway man
finally earned
his 'wings'
he got in trouble and got
By TOM BERRY
Staff Whter
assigned to the infantry which
The story of how a poor was just about horrifying for
Tennessee farm boy with a driv- him and the worst thing that
ing desire to fly became a World could happen to him and got
War II bomber pilot without dropped from the program. But
getting his "wings" until the war he didn't let that stop him and it
was almost over is the subject of was the tuming point in his
life."
a new book.
After demonstrating his will"Flying
Without ingness to do anything and
Wings" details everything he could to become a
the remarkable pilot, including giving himself a
life
of passing grade on an instrument
Calloway resi- test when a superior didn't show
dent
Col. up, Guy's unwillingness to give
Carroll Guy as up on his dream did eventually
told by his lead him to graduate from the
1.
A wife, Sallie. military's navigation and glider
Sallie Guy is schools.
Guy
"Then he got sent to
scheduled to
appear at the Calloway County Oklahoma to be trained as an
Public Library Annex from 2-4 observer," Sallie Guy said. "He
p.m. Sunday to tell more about then went to New Guinea as an
her husband's 26 years in the observer. There were 10 in his
U.S. Army Air Corps; particu- class and most of them got
larly the very unusual way he killed almost immediately."
Without the Air Corps offiobtained his "wings," the official insignia awarded to cadets cial pilot's wings, Guy became
Who complete pilot training a "flying sergeant," assigned to
'school.
duties as a "liaison pilot" — a
: "He always wanted to fly combat reconnaissance flyer
ever since he was a young boy," assigned to spot Japanese ships
she said. "Fie joined in January and personnel from the air —
1941 and went to flying school.
but being kindof a smart aleck •See Page 10A

ERIC WALKER/Lodger a Muss
Michelle Gantt, left, and CASA Volunteer of the Year Joanne Rogers light candles that spell out'HOPE at the dose of laet
night's Court Appointed Special Advocates Light of Hope Banquet and Silent Auction at the Curhs Center.
.x

CASA holds special place in
heart of mom, wife, principal
We are guilty of many errors and faults;
but our worst crime is abandoning the chitdrrn, neglecting sitefountain ofIlk Many of
the things we need can wait. The chiO carnot. Right now is the time his bones are
being formed, his blood is being made, and
his senses are being developed. To him we
cannot answer 'Tomorrow.' His name is
'Today.'"
— Gabriela Mistral
Nobel Prize-winning poet from Chile
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
As keynote speaker at last night's CASA
Light of Hope Banquet, Teresa Speed was
introduced by identifying her three jobs as
Murray High School principal; as wife to
husband. Joe; and as mother and grandmother to 27 children.
Supporter of Court Appointed Special
Advocates could be her fourth vocation.
Essentially offering her testimony as

mother to her own children, as well as an though, Taylor died due to the infection havextended family of foster and adopted chil- ing spread to the lungs.
dren, Speed spoke — often through man —
Later called to testify in a case involving
of her appreciation and affection for CASA their biological parents. Speed said she
volunteers and the role they have played in came to learn about the efforts of the chilher life aril the lives of her children.
dren's CASA volunteer.
"If it's about children and about CASA, it
"She was the reason they came to me
has a place in niy heart,- she told the Curris
Speeu said, her voice wavenng while
Center ballroom of more than 100 in atten- she dabbed away mars. "Every day, she
dance.
went to their home. If they didn't have food,
Recalling the formation of her and Joe's she got them food."
family of youngsters through their previous
Her admiration continued to grow tis
marriages and serving as foster parents. the CASA and their volunteers who offer assiti
Speeds eventually began the process of tauce for children through the court process.
adopting. They initially welcomed Maria
She seems to have also found a neiz
and Steven into their lives and then Taylor career path ... though it's still on the honzon:
"When Jayden (their youngest son, who
and Michael.
According to Speed, Taylor (then 8 is now 7 years old) walks across the stage
months old) and Michael (then 2 1/2 years) Ito graduate)," Speed stated, "I'll retire at
had spent their young lives abused and neg- the same time and then I'll be a CASA vollected. When she first brought them home,
she said both had to be treated for facial
staph infections. Around a year later, •See Page 10A

MSU conference focus is connection
through telecommunication efforts
TOM BERRY/Ledger & limos
Calloway County author Sallie Guy poses with her first book
"Flying Without Wings," the story of her husband, Col. Carroll
Guy, who flew dangerous combat missions during World War
II without his official pilot's "wings." Guy will tell the story during a book signing Sunday at the Calloway County Public
Library Annex.
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MSU News Bureau
"Getting Connected" will be
the theme of the 3rd annual
Patterns of Distinction conference hosted by Murray State
University.
The daylong event will run
from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. on
Thursday in the Curris Center
Theatre.
This year's program will
demonstrate the power that
telecommunications has provided all public sectors to connect
with one another for sharing
resources and knowledge.
Program
MSU's
of
Distinction
in
Telecommunications Systems
Management (TSM), The MSU
Business
Regional
and
Innovation
Center,
ConnectKentcuky, and The
Kentucky World Trade Center
joined forces for the third year
in a row to put together an exciting program for people in many

different backgrounds including the Kentucky
business, education, agriculture, Education
Cabinet.
healthcare and government.
Dr. Randy
Michael
Mattingly
of
Dunn,
ConnectKentucky will open the
program. Several speakers from Murray State
across the Commonwealth are president, will
address guests
scheduled to appear.
at the awa:ds
The first morning session on
luncheon
Business and Industry will feawhich begins at
Dunn
ture Andrew Lawrence from
noon. Winners
HitCents, a successful Internet
of the Dick Anderson TSM
based company in Bowling
Leadership Award, Dr. Gene
Green, Brian Wilkes of Bnan
Wells Ray TSM Lifetime
Wilkes Media, and Linda Miller, Achievement Award and the
Murray State CIO.
John Williams Entrepreneurship
The Education and Libraries Award for 2008 will be
session includes a caravan of announced.
top names like Allen Lind. vice
Afternoon sessions will highpresident for information and light local government and comtechnology. Council on Post munity programs, healthcare
Secondary Education; Richard and agriculture.
Overby of the Kentucky
Gate
from
Heather
Education Network, Vince ConnectKentucky -- No Child
Marlette of Windstream. Shen Left Offline Program, Will
Rose of AT&T Business Prible, director of marketing and
Services and Ann Riggs. CIO of

operations, Kentucky.gov; Mark
Miller, MSM director of information services, Owensboro
Hospital, Pete Clark and Rick
Murdock of AgConnections,
and
a
representative
of
TapLogic will all be sharing
resource information.
'The event is open to faculty,
staff, students and intereved
community members. Persons
planning to attend, especially
those planning to attend the
luncheon, are asked to register
at www.murraystate.eduitsm
/ctsm.
For those unable to attend.
the entire event will be streamed
live on the CTSM website
the
MSU
Stream Teams
Windows Media Player is
required to view this feature.
For more information visd
the website. email ctsm4mus:
raystate.edu or call Dana
Howard. TSM marketing spe-:
cialist.
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Warriors in Transition
discussed on weekly
'Roundabout Murray'
The Roundabout Murray
program ainng through April 13
will feature the chair of the
Department of Psychology
Renee Duncan. She will be discussing the April 16 Underwater
Warriors and the Discover
Scuba prescreening at Murray
State University as a special
event for injured soldiers in the
Warriors in Transition Battalion.
These screenings will be a
requirement to participate further in the program.
The program will also feature Will Snodgrass, manager of
the Miller Memorial Golf
Course, discussing the upcoming events through the summer
season. Snodgrass will talk
about classes that are set up to
help improve your golf game.
This week's Roundabout will

Townerier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Board of Education office on
College Farm Road. Items on
the agenda include: an
Acceptable Code of Behavior
and Discipline; approval of
consent
agenda
items,
departmental reports and a
superintendent's report.
•The Murray City Council
will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in the city hall council
chamber.; to recognize Tony
Thompson
with
Murray
Electric System and to discuss two rezoning requests.
The
•
Murray
Independent
Board
of
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office board
room
at
the
Carter
Administration Building. On
the agenda for the meeting is
personnel requests for the
2008-09
school
year,
approval of a building grant
application for renovation of
Murray High School's parking
lot and approval of graduation requirements and academic honors requirements
for MHS seniors.
IN To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

also feature stones on The Miss
MSU Scholarship Pageant with
MSU 2007 Lauren Wilson. Jere
Hendrick, owner of A Good
Thing, will talk about the chair
auction to benefit the United
Way of Calloway County on
Saturday, April 19.
Wrapping up the program,
Katie DeCillo will highlight the
Annual Reptile Fest and
Herpetology Day held to bring
awareness and greater understanding about animals that are
often perceived to be threatening.
Roundabout Murray is a 30minute television show that
brings updates about Murray
State University, the City of
Murray, and Calloway County.
The show airs on WPSD
Sunday nights at midnight; New
Wave in Murray (Channel 19)
Mondays and Wednesdays at 8
a.m., noon and 6 p.m.;
MediaCom Thursdays at 6 p.m.;
Murray Electric (Channel 15)
Wednesdays at 6 p.m.; and on
MSU Tv-I I Tuesdays and
Fridays at 6 p.m.

AP
Archbishop Desmond Tutu speaks in support of libel on Tuesday in San Francisco. About a thousand demonstrators gathered on the eve of San Franciscos Olympic torch run to denounce Chinas human rights record.

New barracks
ahead of schedule

San Fran braces for torch protests

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) — Three new Fort
Campbell barracks under construction are almost four
months ahead of schedule.
Michael Grier, project manager for the construction company B.L. Harbert International,
said two of the facilities will be
ready in July and a third in
August, ahead of the scheduled
October deadline.
The $25.7 million-dollar
facilities will house 360 troops
for the 101st Sustainment
Brigade, which is currently
deployed to Afghanistan for a
15-month deployment.
Ted Reece. engineenng
director for Fort Campbell
Public Works, says the housing
units are arranged to give each,
soldier a private living area,
while sharing a bathroom and
kitchen with another soldier.

By The Associated Press
Local officials say they supSAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- port the diversity of viewpoints,
Security was being tightened but have ramped up security folaround the city today as officials lowing chaotic protests during
mobilized for protests in the torch's stops in London and
response to the Olympic torch's Paris and a demonstration
only North American stop on its Monday in which activists hung
journey to Beijing.
banners from the Golden Gate
The Olympic torch's 85,000- bridge.
mile global journey is the
"We are trying to accomplish
longest in Olympic history, and two goals here. One is to protect
is meant to build excitement for the right to free speech and the
the games. But it has also been a other is to ensure public safety,
target for activists angered over and here in San Francisco we
China's human nghts record.
are good at both of those
As runners carry the torch on things,- said Nathan Ballard. a
its six-mile route Wednesday, spokesman for Mayor Gavin
they will compete not only with Newsom.
The torch is scheduled to
people protesting China's grip
on Tibet and its support for the travel a route hugging San
governments of Myarunru- ano Francisco Bay, but secunty conSudan, but also with more cerns could prompt a lastobscure activists. They include minute change. Already, one
nudists calling for a return to the runner who planned to carry the
way the ancient Greek games torch dropped out because of
safety concerns, officials said.
were played.
Ambulances were to he stationed along the torch's route.
extra shenff's deputies and state
law enforcement officers were
put on patrol Vans were
deployed to haul away arrested
protesters, and the FAA restricted flights over the city to =Ma
helicopters, medical emergency
carriers and law enforcement
aircraft.
The flame was whisked to a
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
1 secret
location shortly after its
pre-dawn arnval in San
Francisco on Tuesday. It began
2
its worldwide trek from Ancient
‘4
. Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods, and i Olympia in Greece to Beijing on
March 24, and was the focus of
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia. Mahi Mahi & Chicken
V protes'..s
from the start.
I
On Tuesday, hundreds of
Open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday thru Sunday
activists carrying Tibetan flags
gathered in United Nations
Plaza, a pedestrian area near
City Hall. to denounce China's
policy toward Tibet and the
Locate° Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
270-436-5496
recent crackdown on protesters
Still Owned Operated by the Williams Family
there. They then marched to the
Chinese Consulate.
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games.
"We are begging for five •
hours of peace." said Sam Ng,
president of the Chinese Six •
Companies, a prominent benevolent association.
Ling Li, 29, who immigrated
China's
Guangdong
from
Province eight years ago, said
she was disappointed that this pivotal moment in her country's
history was being marred by
demonstrations. She said Tibet
is a rightful part of China and its
quest for independence should
not be part of the Olympics.
"If I support the Olympics, of •
course I don't support the
protests. This is the first time
China has had the Olympics. We
should be proud of this," she
said.
In Beijing, International
Olympic Committee President
AP Jacques Rogge said the body's
Actor Richard Gere speaks executive board would discuss
at a pro-Tibet rally on Friday whether to end the interTuesday.
national leg of the torch relay
-This is not about us battling because of the demonstrations. ,
the torchbearers,- Lhadom He said he was "deeply sad- •
Tethong. executive director of &neer by the previous protests
Students for a Free Tibet, told and was concerned about the
the crowd outside the consulate. relay in San itancisco.
"We tecognize the nght for .„
-This is about the Chinese government using the torch for people to protest and express
political purposes. And we're their views, but it should be
nonviolent. We are very sad for
going to use it nglu back."
The day of protests culminat- all the athletes and the people ed in an evening candlelight who expected so much from the
vigil for Tibet, with speeches by run and have been spoiled of
actor Richard Gere and human their joy," Rogge said.
Pro-Tibet activists and other
nghts activist Desmond Tutu,
who called on President Bush human rights groups said they
and other heads of state to boy- had encouraged their supporters
cott the opening ceremonies in to protest peacefully.
"We can be effective without
Beijing.
said
Allyn
San Francisco was chosen to (disruption)."
host the relay in part because of Brooks-LaSure, a spokesman
its large Chinese-Amencan pop- for Save Darfur. "Disrupting
ulation. Many residents spoke tomorrow's ceremonies couldn't
out Tuesday to ask for calm and possibly embarrass Beijing any
express their pride that China more than their disastrous
was chosen to host the summer Darfur policy already has."

Minor surgeries to resume
at Marion, Ill., VA hospital
MARION, III.(AP)-- Minor surgenes will resume next month
at a Veterans Affairs hospital in southern Illinois where surgenes
were stopped after a spike in post-surgical deaths.
After a review of the Marion VA Medical Center, Dr. Ralph
DePalma, the VA's national director of surgery, recommended
allowing certain surgeries. Minor outpatient procedures for low-risk
patients will resume on May 8, officials said Tuesday.
Approved procedures include knee ardroscopies, prostate biopsies. vasectomies and hernia repairs.
"We will continue to do our best to rebuild the confidence and
meet the high standards of care veterans, their families, and the
community expect of us," said the center's acting director, Warren
Hill, who added he is pleased with the progress the facility has
made.
The VA halted all surgeries at the Marion center last August after
it found at least nine deaths between October 2006 and March 2007
were "directly attributable" to substandard care.
Of an additional 34 cases the VA investigated, 10 patients died
after receiving questionable care that complicated their health, officials said. Investigators could not determine if the actual care
caused those deaths.
Interim administrators have been in place since September,
shortly after the site's director, chief of staff, chief of surgery and an
anesthesiologist were moved to other positions or placed on leave.
The anesthesiologist has since quit.
One surgeon resigned last August after a Murray, Ky., man, Bob
Shanks, bled to death following gallbladder surgery.
Last month, Sen. Dick Durbin expressed frustration that the
Marion hospital still has no permanent leadership or surgical unit.
In a statement Tuesday. Durbin noted that while the resumption of
some surgeries is a positive step, Marion still has work to do.
"Access to surgical procedures at Marion is important for our •
veterans," Durbin said. "Today, the VA identified important step,
that must be taken at Marion before they resume inpatient surgeries. ,
including filling several key personnel positions and completing the
Administrative Investigation Board's review,"
No timetable has been set for inpatient procedures.
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KentuckylnBrief
Officials: FBI investigating highway
construction projects
FRANKFORT. Ky

(AP') — Kentucky Transportation officials say
the FBI is investigating some highway construction projects awarded
under former Gov Ernie Fletcher's administration.
Transportation Secretary Joe Prather said Tuesday in a brief
statement the FBI has sougnt "certain information" for its investigation into the previous administration.
Marcelyn Mathews, a Department of Highways engineer under
both Fletcher and Gov Steve Beshear. told The Courier-Journal she
was questioned by the FBI.
She said the agency is looking at the cabinet's confidential cost
estimates for contracts and if they were leaked to bidders before bids
were submitted.
David Beyer, spokesman for the FBI in Kentucky, acknowledged
the investigation is ongoing but said he could not offer more details
beyond that.
Marc Williams, state highway commissioner under Fletcher,
aeclined to say if he was aware of the investigation or whether the
FBI had contacted him. He told the newspaper he was not aware of
any estimates released inappropriately or prematurely.

Governor orders flags lowered to
honor fallen soldier
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- Kentucky's governor has directed that
flags at all state office buildings be lowered to half-staff in honor of a
Fort Campbell soldier who died in Iraq.
The Department of Defense says 19-year-old Shane D. Penley
from Sauk Village, Ill., died Sunday at a patrol base from wounds suffered while on duty at a guard post. The military says the incident is
under investigation.
Penley was assigned to the Second Battalion, 502nd Infantry
Regiment, Second Brigade Combat Team, 101st Airborne Division at
Fort Campbell, a sprawling Army post on the Kentucky-Tennessee
line.
He entered the Army in June 2007 and arrived at Fort Campbell in
October.
The Army says he is survived by his parents, David and Dena
Penley of Sauk Village.
Gov Steve Beshear said Tuesday that flags will remain at halfstaff until sunset on the day of Penley's funeral. Arrangements are
incomplete.

Defendant in diet-drug case
wants judge removed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- A Lexington attorney charged with
defrauding clients has asked that the federal judge overseeing his
case be disqualified due to bias.
Attorney Shirley Cunningham Jr. is also a minority owner of
Preakness winner Curtin, the 2007 Horse of the Year. Cunningham
charges in an affadavit that U.S. Senior District Judge William 0.
Bertelsman's prejudice renders him 'wholly incapable of serving as a
judge."
The Courier-Journal reported Tuesday that Bertelsman said
through a secretary that he couldn't comment on a pendirig case. The
judge has held Cunningham and co-defendants William Gallion and
Melbourne Mills Jr. without bail since August, pending their trial May
12 in Covington on a charge of conspiracy to commit wire fraud
Neither Gallion nor Mills joined in the motion.
The attorneys are accused of bilking 440 clients out of $46 million
in Kentuckys $200 million fen-phen settlement. The ex-clients
already have won a $42 million civil judgment against the lawyers.
Cunningham alleged in an affidavit filed Friday that Bertelsman
has improperly used bail as leverage to try to ensure restitution for
the plaintiffs, ignoring the presumption Mat ItysitehmilkeralkellislPillift
cent In the criminal case.
Cunningham also contends that Bertelsman should be removed
because of his fnendship with Cincinnati lawyer Stan Chesley. who
negotiated the $200 million settlement and is named as a defendant
in the plaintiffs' lawsuit but isn't charged in the criminal case

New government report says mines
lack safety equipment
CHARLESTON, W Va (AP) --- Underground coal mines lack
stockpiles of breathable air and communications gear for trapped
workers, according to a federal report released Tuesday, nearly two
years after Congress required the industry to install more safety
equipment.
The report from the U.S. Government Accountability Office
blames the federal Mine Safety and Health Administration for failing
to act faster. Among other things, the report said poor leadership by
the agency has caused mine operators to miss opportunities to install
better communications equipment.
Sweeping safety legislation adopted after the deaths of 12 men at
the Sago Mine in West Virginia and two other high-profile fatal accidents in 2006 mandated larger stockpiles of emergency air packs,
among other measures. The law — designed to better protect the
43,000 workers in the nation's 700 underground coal mines — also
gave MSHA until June 2009 to require wireless communications and
tracking equipment underground.
The GAO found that equipment shortages have prevented many
mines from placing stockpiles of breathable air underground But it
blamed MSHA tor the fact that mines aren't installing wireless communications equipment ana may miss the aeaoline
Rep George Miller, D-Calit. called it "outrageous" that problems
highlighted by the Sago explosion have yet to be solved. Miller. who
chairs the House Education and Labor Committee, released the GAO
report

Woman sentenced to 12
years in HIV biting case
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A woman with HIV who bit a store clerk
during a robbery in Boyle County has been given a 12-year prison
sentence
Victoria Spoonarnore pleaded guilty to robbery and wanton
endangerment last month in exchange for the sentence Because of
her nieditAi conditiori, she was initially charged with attempted murder.
A judge formally sentenced Spoonamore on Tuesday Ten years
of her prison term is for robbery, and the other two are for wanton
endangerment Both sentences will run concurrently Spoonamore
will get credit for time already served
Police say she took cash from the register at the Chill Quick Stop
Convenience Store in Danville last September. The clerk spotted the
robbery and tried to stop Spoonamore
Surveillance video showed her biting the clerk while screaming
that she had AIDS
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Currin jury returns guilty verdict
CLINTON, Ky. (AP) — A
jury convicted a Tennessee man
Tuesday of kidnapping, raping
and murdering a western
Kentucky teenager eight years
ago.
Jurors deliberated for more
than three hours before returning the guilty verdicts against
Quincy
Omar
Cross
of
Tiptonville, Tenn.
Cross, 31, was one of five
people charged last year with
killing
18-year-old Jessica
Currin. The charges were
announced nearly seven years
after her body was found burned
behind a school in 2000.
Currin's mother, Jean Currin,
smiled and folded her hands
together near her face after the
verdict was read in a far western
Kentucky courtroom.
"You don't know how excited I am," Jean Currin said. "I'm
pleased and happy, happy for
Jessica."
"It will always be hard
because we don't have her, but
this chapter in our life, we can
get behind us," said Jean Curtin,
who with her husband, Joe, is
raising their daughter's son,
Zion, who was an infant when
she was killed.
Joe Currin had led protests
critical of local authorities and
complained that the case went
unsolved for too long. He personally petitioned the state
attorney general to get involved.
That office took over the investigation in 2006.
"I can't celebrate with something like this," Joe Currin told
the newspaper. "Nothing is
going to bring her back, but justice needed to be done. It was
bad what happened. It shouldn't
have happened."
Cross' lawyer, Vince Yustas,
declined to comment on the verdict to the newspaper, citing a
gag order in the case. •
Judge Tim Stark asked the
jury to return Wednesday to
decide the punishment for
Cross, who could get the death
penalty.
Prosecutors relied heavily on
two witnesses who had once
been charged with killing Currin
but later pleaded guilty to evi-

AP
Joe Currin, left, and his wife, Jean, Center, react to Graves County Circuit Court Judge Tim
Stark reading the jury's guilty verdict in Hickman County Circtuit Court in Clinton, Ky., Tuesday.
dence tampenng and abuse of a
corpse and agreed to testify.
Those witnesses, Victoria
Caldwell
and
Vinisha
Stubblefield, testified that they
were with Cross the night of the
killing.
Assistant Attorney General
Barbara Maines Whaley said in
closing arguments Tuesday that
Cross threatened Caldwell and
Stubblefield after the killing and
forced them to take p...1 in the
disposal of Currin's body.
"He was in control, and
there's never been any doubt
about that," Whaley said.
Former Attorney General
Greg Stumbo, who took over
prosecution of the case in 2006
from the Graves County prosecutor, told the AP that justice
was served by the verdict.
"If there was ever a case that
should have a harsh penalty, this
was one," said Stumbo, now a
state representative. "It's just a
wonderful thing after all the
Currin family's been through."
Yustas, a public defender.
argued that Caldwell and
Stubblefield gave several conflicting reports of the night
Currin was killed. He said both

a small bat, Whaley said.
"He made good on the ir
threat," she said.
Whaley said Cross' threats
were what kept Stubblefield and
Victona Caldwell silent for so'
many years.
"We knew the witnesses.a
were telling the truth because *,
we
cross-checked
them,":!
Stumbo said. "And they knew^.
things that weren't in the news,-;
papers."
Whaley also pointed to an,.
entry in Victoria Caldwell's per-,
sonal journal that was used as
evidence in the case. The entry..,
said, "They found the body.;
today. I hope they don't find out,
it's us.Yustas argued that the jour-3
nal, II pages on a spiral binder.)
was a fake.
He also said there were too.)
many
discrepancies
in
Stubblefield's and
Vinisha,-,
Caldwell's accounts of the,'
events leading up to Currin's •
death.
"Somebody's got to be lying:u.
Or maybe they're both wrong,"
he told the jury.
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Budget will limit public defense services
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Budget cuts may force some
defendants who would normally
rely on public defenders to
appear in court without statefunded legal representation, the
Department
for
Public
Advocacy
Commission
announced Tuesday.
The state spending blueprint
authorized last week by the
General Assembly would cut the
Department
for
Public
Advocacy by $2.5 million in the
next fiscal year, which starts
July I, DPA commission chairman Robert Ewald said. That
means some defendants who
would normally be as!:igned a
public defender may not get
one, Ewald said.
"We don't have enough
money to pay enough lawyers."
Ewald said in a telephone interview. "People don't work for
nothing, and you can't tell a
lawyer to take 801) cases per
year."
Kentucky lawmakers last
week approved a two-year, $19
billion state spending plan that
cuts some government programs
and services across the state.
Economic forecasters have projected the state is facing a $901)
million revenue shortfall during
the next two years.
Lawmakers offset some of
Gov. Steve Beshear's proposed
cuts through a plan that included
taking additional proceeds from
the Kentucky Lottery, restructufing some of the state's debt
and capitalizing on an expected
flood of retiring state employees.
Beshear and other lawmakers
called for raising the tax on cig-

arettes as a way to fill the projected revenue hole. Beshear
wanted legislators to agree to
raising the cigarette tax by 7()
cents per pack. while the House
approved a quarter-per-pack tax
hike. Ultimately, the legislature
did not agree to raise taxes after
the Senate opposed the idea.
The governor, a Democrat,
also urged lawmakers to
approve a constitutional amendment that would legalize casino
gambling. Beshear claimed the
plan could eventually bnng in
about $500 million per year in
gambling revenue.

Public defenders were just
area of state government
that is facing a cut in the upcoming fiscal year. The budget is
currently
pending
before
Beshear. who has until next
week to sign or veto all or specific parts of the proposal.
"These types of announcernents concern me greatly. I proposed two different sources of
revenue which would have
allowed us to avoid such reduclions, but the General Assembly
chose not to pass them,"
Beshear said in a statement.
"This is a painful budget for all

one

who depend on the state 'sir
services."
Under the proposal, the Department
for
Public Advocacy would be cut from
$40.3 million in the current fiscal year that ends June 30 to
$37.8 million the following
year, Ewald said.
The agency's budget woulq
then increase to a total of $zt I.
million in fiscal 2010.
Calls to House Speaker Jodi
Richards and Senate President
David Williams seeking com:.
ment were not immediately:
returned.
••
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With the recent retirement ofDr. William G. Hart and Dr. James C Hart, Jr.,
Hart Capps Opbthalmoky has changed its name to...

MURRAY OPHTHALMOLOGY
ASSOCIATES
The physicians ofMurray Ophthalmology Associates provide state-ofthe-art, comprehensive rye care including cataract surgery, eyelid surgery, glaucoma and diabetes
treatment, in-office laser treatments, as well as glasses and contact lensfitting. They
also provide school screenings and wellness exams. The attached optical shop provides
a wide range offrames to choosefrom, along with reading glasses and sung/acres.
We are now accepting appointments
for new and established patients.
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women have repeatedly lied
about the case and can't be trusted.
"Admitted liars must not be
believed when a man's life is at
stake," Yustas said.
Yustas said police got it right
the first time when they charged
two other men with killing
Currin. The cases against those
men were dismissed by a judge
in 2(X)3.
Caldwell said during the tnal
that she and four others -Cross; her cousin, Tamara
Caldwell; Jeffrey Burton: and
Stubblefield — were present the
night Currin was killed. Tamara
Caldwell, of Mayfield, and
Jeffrey
Burton, of
West
Padticah, are facing rape, kidnapping and murder charges and
are to be tried later.
"Before it all unfolds, hopefully all those who broke the law
and were part of that conduct
that led to her death,justice will
be served, and they'll all be put
behind bars," Stumbo said.
Whaley said Cross threatened to hit Currin if she didn't
let him touch her while the six
were riding in a car. Currin kept
protesting and Cross hit her with

call 270-753-3131
800-221-7892
Dr Hal Capp,

Or

for appointment information.

IV Drat! Bryson

MURRAY OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES
Medical Arts Building, Suite 284 West Murray, KY 42071
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FORUM
A true NCAA
Champion

Mafilktesi
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By the time the NCAA men's basketball tournament got
down to its Elite Eight, all of the surviving teams were so
evenly matched that one day's loser could have been the
next day's winner. Given this relative equality in hooping
quality, my friends picked likely Final Four winners and
provided extensive explanations for their
choices. As we now know, the Final Four
teams were all First-Seed teams—UNC,
Memphis, UCLA, and Kansas. My own
choices were UNC, Memphis, UCLA, and
Davidson.
Asked to explain why I would pick little Tenth-Seed Davidson over the Goliath
First-Seed Kansas, I explained that, ad else
being relatively equal, the only differentiations I could see were things like the institution's academic reputation, its faculty-student ratio, its average SAT or ACT admissions score, and the retention rate of the
S°
1=1"
team and the six-year graduation rate of its
By Larry
seniors.
McGehee
By those standards, of course, Duke and
Syndicated
Vanderbilt should still have been in the
Columnist
running, and Stanford and Virginia as well,
not to mention Harvard, Yale, and Princeton. Davidson definitely leads the pack, using my criteria.
In the annual USNews&WorldReport college rankings for
the category of National Liberal Arts Colleges, Davidson has
in recent years been ranked 8th, 10th, and 9th in a list of
215 nationally-oriented liberal arts colleges headed by
Williams, Amherst, and Swathmore. Davidson ranks 1st
among southern colleges on that list, ahead of Washington &
Lee, Sewanee, Furman, Richmond, Rhodes, and Centre, all
in the prestigious top 25 percent national liberal arts colleges.
Its top-eight NCAA Division I basketball program is icing
on the Davidson cake. Here is an old college (since 1837),
a small college (1,700 students) with a spacious 450 acre
campus next to a 106 acre lake in a small town (about
6,000 residents), with an extraordinarily high SAT score
average (SAT middle range 1320 to 1490 on the old scale
of 1600, and ACT mid-range of 30-34 on a 36 scale), high
admissions selectivity (about 28% of its applicants), high
pm-college grade-point averages (88% of Davidson's students
were in the top ten percent of their high school classes), an
amazing Rhodes Scholars record (23), a low faculty-student
ratio (I:10). a high percentage of faculty with PhDs or other
terminal degrees (98%), an incredibly low attrition rate
(under 5% leaving after first year), a solid endowment base
(nearly $500 million), generous financial aid (no student
loans needed), a high percentage of graduates going on for
graduate or other advanced degrees, and distinguished longserving presidents (such as Sam Spencer, John Kuykendall,
and Bobby Voigt).
Bob McKillop has been the men's basketball coach at this
treasure of a college for 19 years. Originally, he planned to
be there briefly, using it as a stepping-stone to coaching at
one of those bigger universities. But the special ethos of
Davidson as contagious (as we discovered when our daughter
was there from 1993 to 1997). and McKillop stayed on,
happier each year. He has graduated all 62 of his seniors in
19 years and in the recent six-year penocl his 92% graduation rate compares with a national average of 63.6%.
By understanding that basketball and academic standards
ought to be compatible, Coach McKillop is a bona fide
member of a very small club of successful coaches, men
such as Coach K at Duke and Coach C. M. Newton in his
Alabama and Vanderbilt careers, noted for seeing their players graduate. Basketball at many institutions often operates
as a separated side-show, chewing up players and spitting
them out, winning at any cost. The graduation rates of some
acclaimed teams are too dismal to contemplate--some at 30
percent or below, and a few with no graduates at all.
Davidson College is one of the remaining "classical colleges" in America. Of the thousand college established
before the Civil War, almost all were of the present-day
Davidson ilk—rigid admissions standards, classical liberal arts
curriculum, small, residential--derived from the early Harvard, Yale, and Princeton models. Only some 200 survived
after the Civil War, but higher education grew rapidly
through "new" state universities and land-grant colleges.
The 215 national liberal arts colleges still alive in America today serve the nation out of proportion to their sizes,
in two ways: they set the academic quality standards by
which they and 4,000 other campuses arc judged, and they
produce leaders in law, medicine, religion, education, politics,
and business that set, remarkably, the quality, tone, and
ethics of major professions—and nation.
Davidson's achievements in the classrooms, and now on
the court, inspire its sister look-alikes to aspire to its level
of excellence. We salute the Davidson team and, more especially. the college that produced it.
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The Calling
1 watch my students
closely in their academic
struggles, and sometimes
wonder about the values they
take with them from their
undergraduate years. Other
than the grades on a transcript, what do they really
gain from a Murray State
education?
As the perceptive Southern
novelist and essayist Walker
Percy claimed, "You can get
all A's and still flunk life."
How will they make a
living, but more importantly,
how will they make a life?
I am convinced that to
make sense of our lives and
to make our lives count, we
must have a strong and sure
calling. Not just a job.
Not just an occupation. Not
just a career. But a calling
or a vocation, an English
word derived from the Latin
"vocare," which means literally "to call."
Ministers speak of being
called by God for a life of
ministry, but I believe that
individuals can be called to
so-called secular vocations.
For some, the call for a
life's work comes as a sort
of sudden epiphany. A school
field trip to a hospital might
convince a young girl or
boy that medical school
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erick Buechner said that
our calling
is the place
where "our
deep gladness and the
world's deep
hunger
meet."
According to
Hope and
Buechner, a
&way
good rule
By James
or ,finding
Duane Bolin
ones vocaLedger & limes
non is this:
Columnist
"This special
mission in
our life is usually (a.) that
which we need most to do
or love to do; and (b.) it
is work that the world most
needs to have done."
Buechner says "that it we
really get a kick our of our
work, we have probably met
requirement (a.), but if that
work is writing TV deodorant commercials, chances are
we haven't met requirement
(b.). If our work is being a
doctor in a leper colony, we
probably have requirement
(b.) covered, but if most of
the time we are bored and
depressed by doctoring, the
chances are we have not
only bypassed requirement
(a.), we probably aren't helping our patients much.

either."
Our calling is the place
where "our deep gladness
and the world's deep hunger
meet."
The Danish theologian
Soren Kierkegaard wrote in
his journal, "The thing is to
understand myself, to see
what God really wants me to',
do; the thing is to find a :
truth which is true for me,
to find the idea for which I
can live and die,- Ot as
the poet Gerard Manley
Hopkins put it, "What I do
is me: for that I came."
Besides the getting of a
degree, besides giving students a foundation for the
next step in a graduate or
professional school or in the
workplace, if a college education is worth its salt, it
should also guide students
toward a sense of calling,
what they are meant to do
in their lives, and how they
are meant to live.
Duane Balm teaches in
the Department of History at
Murray State University. He
may be reached at
duant.bolin@murraystate.edu

Readers write for Poetry Month
A reader, Marshall Ward,
writes to "Main Street" in
honor of Poetry Month and
shares a poem he penned on
a backpacking trip to Europe
in 1970

LEDGER&TIMES

calls. An early morning visit
to a barn might convince a
teenager that life on a farm
is the life for him or her.
A student in a classroom or
a player on a team might
suddenly realize that they
could be a teacher or coach.
For the Murray poet Constance Alexander, the winning of a fourth grade poetry contest at St. Francis
School at once amazed her
and convinced her that she
could write poetry.
Epiphanies do happen.
For others, like me, a
calling has come in fits and
starts, with a door cracked
open here and another door
closed there. We all would
like to be sure that we live
and do and work in our
callings, whatever those callings may be.
According to Oz Guinness
in his book "The Call,"
"The bricklayer with the
trowel, the farmer behind the
plow, the artist before the
easel, the chef beside the
oven, the magistrate presiding at the bench, the teacher
in the classroom, the nurse
by the bedside, the parent at
the crib—each one is to live
out his or her calling in joy
and service."
The writer/theologian Fred-

"Poetry
can be a
lot of
work," he
admits,
"but keeps
memories
alive of
moments in
our history
Male Street that can be
By Constance
profound
Alexander
and/or just
Local
fun!"
Columnist
Marshall's
poem captures an afternoon
on a train from Lugano to
Zurich, and a chance
encounter with one Maria de
los Angeles Dagna from
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
The title "Dietikon" is the
name of a modest village
outside Zunch that boasts the
Swiss Alps as its breath-taking backyard.
Maria, of Agentinian and
German heritage. had fled
Europe with her family after
World War II. When she and

Ward first met, Maria was
just another stranger on a
train, but as Marshall writes
in his poem, they shared
bread, cheese and wine "on
that incessant afternoon.- and
the memory has lingered
with the poet for nearly thirty years.
"Dietikon" ends with five
simple lines:
Content and free,
We moved only with the
rotation of the Earth
As drops of wine endeared
her lips.
And in a resounding stillness
Maria said, 'you are so
kind.'
Like the line from Persian
poet Omar Khyyam, "a loaf
of bread a jug of wine and
thou" — in this case Maria
— were enough to create a
paradise in an afternoon.
Relishing that memory
inspired Marshall to write
the poem. Now. decades
later, he can revisit the
moment.
This is what poetry is for,
according to poet William
Blake - "finding the universe
in a grain of sand and eternity in an how"
Another reader writes to

confess his propensity for the
haunting verse of Edgar
Allan Poe.
"Sometimes I think there
must be something wrong
with me," Jim Thompson
declares, "because Poe is one
of my very favotite poets. I
must have a morbid streak."
But there as a place in
poetry for sadness, tragedy,
loss. The raven saying,
"Nevermore," is an unforgettable example of Poe's
bleakness. And the lovely
Annabel Lee, "in the sepulcher there by the sea," is
another memorable instance
of the poet's knack for the
morose.
In spite of Poe's gift for
abject despair, Thompson
declares Rudyard Kipling
number one on his list of
verse-makers. Besides the
familiar lines of "If' "If
you can keep your head
when all about you are losing theirs and blaming it on
you. .You'll be a man, my
son." - There are "Danny
Deever," "Gunga Din," and
an array of colorful, if
hyperbolic characters in
Kipling's poems, exemplifying the virtues of the common man at the same time

they extoll the blessings of
colonialism.
Jim Thompson is like
most of us when he confesses, "I have never cared to
study poetry but only to
read it."
Even today, the rhythmic
verses of Kipling and Poe
are what attract would-be
poetry lovers.
Interested in writing sonic
of your own romantic poetry.
like Marshall Ward? Log on
to
http://www.links2love.com/poe
m_generator_Thun. All you
have to do is make a list of
words, such as a color, a
vegetable, a body part, a
sound and a few other items
and voila,the generator will
create your poem for you.
And if you are hankering
for a dose of Poe. Kipling
or one of the more tradition-.
al poets, try
•
www.everypoet.com.
In honor of National Poet-:
ry Month, share you own
tales of poetry with the
columnist at coristancealexan-:i
der@newwavecomm.net.
Read Main Street online
at www murrayledgerrom.
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Obama, McCain, Clinton question Petraeus

Obituaries
Ms. Mary Velma Buchanan Carson

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Gen. David Petraeus, meet your
next commander in chief.
The top commander in Iraq
found himself in the middle of
presidential politics Tuesday —
literally — as he was questioned
by White House candidates
Mrs. Alice Oakley
politically and physically on
The funeral for Mrs. Alice Oakley will be Thursday at II a.m. in either side during a congressionthe chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the al hearing.
Murray Memorial Gardens.
The presidential hopefuls
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 10'8 p.m. today made a rare return to Capitol
(Wednesday).
Hill for the high-profile session
Mrs. Oakley, 91, Vine Street, Murray, died Tuesday, Apnl 8, in
which
Petraeus
and
2008, at 4:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Ambassador Ryan Crocker
A retired nurses assistant, she had worked for nine years at delivered their assessment of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and two years at West View war, now entering its sixth year.
Nursing Home. She was a membar of Grace Baptist Cl._. _h.
Republican
Sen
.101iii
Preceding her iti death were her husband, Clovis Oakley, three McCain elicited answers that he
infant children, three sisters and two brothers. Born April 20, 1916, hopes will bolster his call to stay
in Lenoir City, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Jack Ford and the course. Democratic Sens.
Mary Elizabeth Ford Parker.
Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Survivors include one daughter, Mary Kay Kirks and husband, Barack Obama argued U.S.
Michael. Dexter; two sons, Joe Oakley and wife. Suzanne, and troops should come home —
Jimmy Oakley, all of Murray; half brother, Gene Ford. Hopkinsville; even if that means, as Obama
eight grandchildren; 21 great-grandchildren.
said, "a messy, sloppy status
quo" rather than sticking around
Mlle G. Beal
for hard-to-achieve improveA memorial service for Willie G. Beal will be 1. day at 1 p.m. at ments.
the Pine Bluff Shores Boat Ramp & Park. Expressions of sympathy
They toned down their heated
may be made to Murray-Calloway County campaign rhetoric to fit the
Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
decorum of a congressional
Blalock-Coletnan & York Funeral Home is in hearing — avoiding criticizing
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may one another by name and quesbe made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
tioning the four-star general in
Mr. Beal. 76, New Concord, died Saturday, measured tones.
April 5, 2008, at 6 p.m. at his home. A retired tool
But the divisions were clear.
maker, he was an Army veteran of the Korean McCain said promises to withConflict.
draw forces "would constitute a
He was married July 26, 1978 to Helen T. Beal failure of political and moral
who died March Ii, 2008. Born Jan. 21, 1932 in leadership."
Baal
Success, Ark., he was the son of the late Delbert
"I fundamentally disagree,"
Clyde Beal and Edith Vannatter Beal.
Clinton said later, when it was
Survivors include four daughters, Gina R. Lott, her turn to speak. "Rather. I
San Antonio, Texas, Tarina R Lovegrove, Phoenix, think it could be fair to say that
Ariz., and Karen A. Beal and Karla Puckett, both of it might well be irresponsible to
Columbus, Ohio; two sisters, Shirley Harns, St. continue the policy that has not
Louis, Mo., and Willene Bullock, Oak Ridge, Tenn.; produced the results that have
seven grandchildren.
been promised time and time
again."
McCain and Clinton sit on
the Armed Services Committee;
Obama serves on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
Ms. Mary Velma Buchanan Carson, 83, formerly of Murray, died
Saturday, April 5, 2008, at Glen Oaks Hospital, Glendale Heights,
III. Born March 3, 1925, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Thomas and Era Buchanan. Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences
may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
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Paid Obituary

Mrs. Unda L. Smith
The funeral for Mrs Linda L. Smith will be today (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home. Rev. Martin Severns and Dr. Walter
Oakley will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Don McClure, David Smith,
Adrian liustiein. Michael Kuhn, Bill Futrell and
JCS,. Rose. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove
Cenuptery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online
condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Relay
Smith
for Life of Calloway County, Attn: Marsha
McClure, P.O. Box 362. Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Smith,66, Murray, died Sunday. April 6, 2008, at 11:50 p.m.
at her home. Born Nov. 2, 1941 in Stewart County. Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late Clyde Cook and Audrey Futrell Cook. She
was a member of Memorial Baptist Church and was retired from
Happy Holiday Travel.
Survivors include her husband. Thomas L. Smith. to whom she
was married Oct. 31,1997; one daughter. Cindy Eldridge and husband James. Murray: one son. Ron Jackson and wife, Cindy, Hazel;
one stepdaughter, Kathy Renee Kingsmore, Winston Salem, N.C.;
two stepsons, William David Smith and wife, Hamptie, Atlanta, Ga..
and Daniel M. Kuhn and wife, Rene, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; one sister, Elizabeth Rose Oakley and husband. Walter, Paris. Tenn.; one
brother, C.D. Cook and wife, Linda. Elizabethtown; 10 grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

JOHN MCCAIN
The four-term Arizona senator asked questions designed to
support his argument that the
United States should maintain
its troop presence in Iraq and
that withdrawal would prove
disastrous.
He asked Petraeus about the
Iraqi government's military
operation to quell violence in
Basra, recent attacks on the
U.S.-occupied Green Zone, the
threat al-Qaida poses in Iraq and
Iranian involvement. He also
asked Crocker about the likelihood of a long-term security
arrangement in Iraq.
At the same time, McCain
was able to put both officials on
record that a certain level of
troops is likely to remain in Iraq
for years to come. McCain has
said U.S. troops could be in Iraq
for I(X) years, citing the halfcentury or longer U.S. presence
in South Korea and other parts
of the world where forces are
based to deter conflict, not fight
one.

Seven die in blast on the fifth
anniversary of fall of Baghdad
BAGHDAD (AP) — Seven
people died in Baghdad's Sadr
City as clashes between security
forces and Shiite militiamen
continued in the capital this
morning, the fifth anniversary of
the fall of Baghdad.
The city's Green Zone,
which houses diplomatic missions and much of Iraq's government, also caiiic under
renewed attack by rockets or
mortars early this morning. the
U.S. embassy confirmed the
shelling. but said there were no
immediate reports of casualties.
The bloodshed served as
stark reminders of Iraq's continuing instability five years after
U.S. troops swept into Baghdad
and toppled Saddam Hussein's
regime on April 9, 2003. The
euphoria of victory soon dissipated -- pummeled first by a
Sunni insurgency, then SunniShiite slaughter and now battles
against Shiite militiamen.
Police said the seven victims
in Sadr City — including three
children — died when projectiles slammed into a house in the

sprawling slum, a stronghold of
the Mahdi Army militia of antiAmerican cleric Muqtada a)Sadr.
Twenty-seven other people
were wounded, said a hospital
official who asked not to be
identified because he was not
authorized to speak to the
media.
Eyewitnesses in the area said
the attack was carried out by
U.S. helicopters, but police said
the blasts were caused by mortar
rounds. The U.S. military had
no immediate comment.
As tension rose in Baghdad
on the eve of today's anniversary, the Iraqi military ordered
vehicles and motorcycles off the
streets from 5 a.m. until midnight -- a move apparently
aimed at preventing Shiite gunmen from moving freely about
the city.
The vehicle ban was Imposed
despite a decision by al-Sadr to
call off his "million-strongdemonstration, set for today, to
demand an end to the American
military presence.

McCain was the only presidential candidate to get a chance
for an opening statement besides
his questioning as he's the top
Republican on the committee.
He used that nine-minute statement to put a positive spin on
developments in Iraq over the
past year, saying security has
improved dramatically and
political reconciliation has
moved forward.
He argued that "much more
needs to be done- on security,
political and economic fronts,
but that ''we are no longer staring into the abyss of defeat, and
we can now look ahead to the
genuine prospect of success."I do not want to keep our
troops in Iraq a minute longer
than necessary to secure our
interests there. Our goal -- my
goal -- is an Iraq that no longer
troops,"
American
needs
McCain said. ''
And I believe we can achieve
that goal, perhaps sooner than
many imagine. But I also
believe that to promise a withdrawal of our forces, regardless
of the consequences, would constitute a failure of political and
moral leadeiship"

II

AP

Democratic presidential hopeful Hillary Rodham Clinton. D-N,Y., a member of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, listens to testimony on Capitol Hill in Washington Tuesday from
Gen. David Petraeus during the committee's hearing on the status of the war in Iraq.
HILLARY CLINTON
Clearly at odds with McCain,
the New York senator argued
that there has been a lack of
political progress in Iraq to justify the increase in troops last
year.
She said the fight diverts military resources from other needs
around the world. She also cited
studies on the increased mental
strain on troops serving repeat
deployments, with more than a
quarter showing signs of anxiety, depression and acute stress.
She placed the blame not just
on President Bush, but also supporters of his policy — in other
words, McCain.
-The administration and supporters of the administration's
policy often talk about the cost
of leaving Iraq, yet ignore the
greater costs of continuing the
same failed policy," she said,
reading from prepared remarks
that aides said she wrote.
"I think it's time to begin an
orderly process of withdrawing
our troops, start rebuilding our
military and focusing on the
posed
by
challenges
Afghanistan, the global terrorist
groups and other problems that
confront America," she said.
huddled
with
Clinton
Petraeus before the hearing
began, and during her questioning asked hitn what conditions
would cause him to tell the president that the current strategy is
not working. He responded that
the factors include the status of
the enemy. Iraqi forces, local
governance and the economic
and political situations, but "it's
not a mathematical exercise."
Clinton also objected to
Crocker's statement that the
Iraqi parliament will get a
chance to review a U.S.-Iraqi
agreement that would give legal
authonty for Amencan troops to
remain in Iraq, but Congress
will not. "It seems odd,- she
said, adding that she has legislation that would require congressional review.
Clinton said Iraq presents a
"very difficult dilemma- for
decision-makers. "If this were
easy or if there were a very clear
way forward, we could all perhaps agree on the facts about
how azi build toward a resolution
that is in the best interests of the
United States, that would stabilize Iraq and would meet our
other challenges around the
world.-

AP,,
Gen. David Petraeus and Ambassador Ryan Crocker testify.,
on Capitol Hill in Washington Tuesday before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee hearing on the status of the war
in.lraq.
not an al-Qaida be-e, that seems stabilize the position withoul'.
to me an achievable goal within them," he said.
"I continue to believe that the,
a measurable timeframe,- he
said. Obama said Bush's troop onginal decision to go into Iraq:,
increase reduce the violence, but was a massive strategic blunder.i
the "breathing room- it created (and) that the two problems (of:
has not been used effectively as withdrawing troops) that you've,:
rivals jockey for political power pointed out -- al-Qaida in Iraq
in Basra. Obama argued that the and increased Iranian influencer.
best way to resolve the political in the region — are a directs.
situation is by withdrawing result of that original decision,"
troops in a measured way that Obama told Petraeus and',
increases pressure on both sides. Crocker. Obama opposed the'•
He also said any future steps war while rivals Clinton ancl,-:
should include U.S. diplomatic McCain voted in 2002 to authorengagement with Iran. "I do not ize the use of military force in
believe we're going to be able to Iraq.

BARACK OBAMA
Obama pressed Petraeus and
Crocker on their standard for
success in Iraq. The Illinois senator and Democratic front-runner said he worries that the goals
-- completely eliminating alQaida and Iranian influences —
may be impossible to achieve
and troops could be there for 20
or 30 years in a fruitless effort.
"If, on the other hand, our
cntena is a messy, sloppy status
quo but there's not huge outbreaks of violence, there's still
corruption, but the country is
struggling along, but it's not a
threat to its neighbors and it's
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You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU -INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Form • Life • Long Term Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm
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Need Line lists items
needed for pantry

American Red Cross working Loyczyernenl
to make water a safer place
As we head into the summer season, the desire to combat the sun's rays with a splash
in the pool or at the pond
will be an irresistible draw,
especially for children. Yet for
many, seeking the cool comfort of water can have tragic
consequences.
Unless children receive
proper water safety and swimming lessons—pools, waterparks and even bathtubs can
be dangerous places. According to the latest study by the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) on
injuries, the
water-related
drowning rate in the U.S. averages nine people per day. Moreover. in the state of Kentucky,
statistics show that 61 people
drowned in Kentucky in 2004.
Roughly 5,000 drowning and
near drowning accidents are
riported in the U.S. each year.
Compounding this tragic figure is the fact that most of
these accidents could have been
prevented with proper training. That is why the American Red Cross is encouraging
everyone, especially those with
children, to be mindful of water
safety.
The American Red Cross is
asking that you join us in
spreading the word on the need
for swimming lessons and water
safety. By learning to stay safe
on and around the water
using Red Cross programs, you
can do your part to help prevent accidental drowning-related inciden's for kids and adults
Alike.
In order to provide swim
lessons in our community during our five week Learn to
Swim Summer Program, the
Calloway County Chapter must
Wive swim instructors. Our
local chapter will be offering
a Water Safety Instructor Class
April 30 - May 4, 2008. The
cost for the class is $150 and
as a WS1 will he able to teach
Parent and Child Aquatics,

f5ricial
Registr,9
trntly Pyle 6,
ESracl rinne_y
Courtney Cross 6,
8ranciOn Steele
Misty f5ogarcl
Trey Long
Lauren Peal 6,
Adam Miclkoff
Lon Yates 6,
Andrew McClure
Nanc_y Robertson.
Terry Adams

Learn-to-Swim, Water Safety
Presentations. and Safety Training for Swim Coaches. A limited number of spots are available for the following class:
Fundamentals of Instructor
April 30, 5 p m.
Training
to 10 p.m.
May I. 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
May 2, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
May 3, 12 Noon to 8 p.m.
May 4, 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Swim sessions for the summer program are as follows with
both morning and evening
classes:
Session I June 9-June 15
Session II - June 16-June
21
Session III - June 23-June
28
Session IV - July 7-.1tily
12
Session V - July 14-July
19
Swim registration begins on
Saturday. May 3 from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
The significance of swimming and water safety can be
seen in our everyday lives. In
every community across the
country the Red Cross has a
swimming program fin all ages
and skill levels. Be it 6 months
or 60, it's never too early or
too late to learn this lifesaving skill. With your help, the
message of water safety can
be heard by all.
To learn more about water
safety and how to enroll in a
Learn-to-Swim class, visit
www.redcross.org or contact the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross at 753or
1421
callowayredcross@murrayky.net
The Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red Cross
is a partner agency of the Murray-Calloway County United
Way.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley
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Need Line has issued a new list of items
needed to replenish the pantry for the
clients. They art salmon, tuna, cereal, oat
meal, spinach. Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce,
pinto beans, instant dry milk, instant potatoes,spaghetti, tomatoes and Boost or Ensure
Ithis is a nutritional drink for our cancer
clients) for the pantry; eggs and bread for
freezer/cooler; dish liquid, toilet paper,
bleach, size 4 and 5 diapers and shampoo
for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies;
Jo's
large brown paper bags. These items
Datebook and
be taken to the Need Line building
may
By Jo Burkeen
South Fourth St., Murray. between
638
at
Community
and 4 p.m., Monday through Fria.m.
10
Editor
day. For information call 753-6333.

Glory Bound will be Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be As One and Gospel Three. Items will be taken for
Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666
or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Team Independence plans promotion
Johnson and Logar
Barry and Mary Gail Johnson of Murray announce the
engagement of their daughter. Kristin Nicole Johnson, to Andrew
Byron Logar. son of John and Elaine Logar of Euclid. Ohio.
Miss Johnson is the granddaughter of the late John and
Nell Cochran of Mayfield and the late Dale and Paula Johnson of Lone Oak.
Mr. Logar is the grandson of the late Joe and Helen Rozum
of North Royalton. Ohio. and the late John Paul and Francis
Logar of Cleveland, Ohio.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Murray High School
and a 2001 graduate with a major in public relations of Murray State University. She is employed in the human resources
department of The Little Tikes Company in Hudson. Ohio.
The groom-elect is a 1991 graduate of Euclid Senior High
School and a 1996 graduate with a major in industnal design
of the Cleveland Institute of Art. He is employed as a designer by Floraline Display Products of Willoughby, Ohio.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 17. 2008, at 5 p.m. at
the Murray State University Alumni Center, Murray. Invitations
have been sent.

Dueling Chefs dinner to be held at Ken Bar
G11.13PRTSVILLE. Ky. —
Twilight Cabaret Theatre Productions will present tits second annual. The Dueling Chefs
dinner at Ken Bar Lodge on
Fnday and Saturday, April 11
and 12 , at 6 p.m.
Seated in the kitchen, the
evening will feature two chefs
who will be trying to win your
‘ote for the best!
There will be two of everything - appetizers, salads.
entrees and desserts.
They promise dramatic
flourish to the cooking and pres-
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entation of food made before
each part of the menu.
The actual food will be
decided by the diners; as the
chefs will not be informed ahead
of time. It could be Italian,
Mediterranean. Chinese or who
knows exactly at this time.
Ken Bar is located on US
Hwy. 641 North, just south
of Kentucky Dam State Park.
The chefs of Carla and

David from Artisan Kitchens
will
entice the audience with the
very best quisine from beginning to end. You will be dazzled with food facts from 10.000
BC.
Shirley T. Johnson. producer, said "Seating is limited so
call 1-270-436-2399 very soon
to reserve your place for this
exciting evening."

ServiceNews

Team Independence Relay for Life will have a rebate night
at Mr. Gatti's on Thursday from 4 to 8 p.m. Customers are
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

Lodge 592 to meet Thursday

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Coldwater BBQ, US hwy. 641 North.
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VFW meeting Thursday
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet Thursday
at 6:30 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. Discussion will be
held about the district meeting and the final flilming of World
War II and Korean Conflict veterans.

Pella team plans promotion
Pelll Team of Relay for Life will have a car wash on Friday at Pella with third shift managers from 7 to 8:30 a.m.
and first shift managers from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at the plant. This
is open to the public.

Pre'
ing

Registration Friday
Murray PreshooUHead Start and Early Head Start will have
registration for preschool returning children on Friday from 8
a.m. to 3 p m. on the first 11(x)r of Murray State University
Alexander Hall on North 16th St. For information call 8093262.
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Backyard Birds course Friday

son.

Calloway County Extension Office will host the class,
"Attracting Backyard Birds," on Friday from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. The class will cover types of feed, habitat and other factors which make your yard a place that birds want to be.
Examples of feeders, environments that attract birds and types
of birds that they attract will be displayed. Special mention
will be given on how to bring purple martins and hummingbirds to your place. This class, taught by Terry Little, Calloway county homemaker, is free and open to the public. To
register call the extension office at 753-14521.

SS representative here Thursday

Army National Guard Pvt.
Karl H. Case has graduated
from basic infantry training at
Fort Benning, Columbus. Ga.
During the nine weeks of
training, the soldier received
training in dnll and ceremonies.
weapons, map reading, tactics,
military courtesy, military justice, physical fitness, first aid.
and Army history, core values
and traditions. Additional training included development of
basic combat skills and battle-

field operations and tactics, and
experiencing use of various
weapons and weapons defenses available to the infantry crewman.
He is the son of Herb and
Karen Case of Springfield Circle, Bowling Green, and grandson of Karl and Sarah Hussung of Meadow Lanc, Murray.
Case graduated in 2006 from
Oneida Baptist Institute in Kentucky.

A Social Security representative
County Public Library on Thursday
p.m. He will assist in filing claims.
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the
247-8095.

will be at the Calloway
from 10:30 a.rn. to 12:30
For more information call
Mayfield office at 1-270-

CCHS boys basketball banquet planned
The Calloway County High School boys basketball banquet
will be Sunday, April 27, from 3 to 5 p.m. at Kenlake State
Resort Park with the cost being $15 per person There is no
charge for players or cheerleaders. Reservations and money
need to be made and turned in by Monday. April 14. with
Chnstie Arnold at 436-2132 or e-mail christopher(.4 wk.net.

MHS banquet scheduled
Murray High School basketball banquet will be Sunday at
2 p.m at the school. Ball players, all managers, cheerleaders,
dance team members and parents are invited to attend. Desserts
and drinks will he provided.
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Spanish class items available

& Gift.

z

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Color Your Landscape

Certificates of completion and other class items from the
Spanish Class for Farmers held at the Calloway County Extension Office are available to be picked up at the Calloway
County Extension Office, 310 South 4th St., Murray. For information call 753-1452.
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Jim and Bette Doran in 1958

Jim and Bette Doran in 2008

Jun and Bette Doran of Germantown. (Tip) and Lou Doran and has one brothTenn., will celebrate their 50th wedding er, Tom Doran of Albion. Mich.
The couple has one son. Mark Doran
anniversary on Friday, April II. 2008.
Mrs. Doran is the daughter of Frances of Hickory N.C.. and one grandson, BranStamps Butterworth and the late John don. Lenoir City, Tenn. Their daughter.
Stamps. Her mother now lives in Ger- Karen Lively and husband. Dale. and their
mantown Plantation, a senior living retire- two sons. Blake and Brian, live in Germent home in Germantown,. After the mantown. Both Mr. and Mrs. Doran attenddeath of her father, she was blessed with ed Murray High School and Murray State
a stepfather, the late Vernon Butterworth, University.
After 25 years with Malone & Hyde
whose daughter and son-in-law. June and
Swann Parks, live in the Memphis area. Inc., Mr. Doran retired to open 5 TCBY
Mr. Doran is the son of the late T.C. Yogurt stores in the Memphis area and

Kenneth and Joyce Ann Bucy

eight in Florida. After the stores were
sold in 1995. he retired again but continues to work part-time. He is active
with the Germantown Area Chamber of
Commerce and the Germantown Kiwanis
Club.
Mrs. Doran retired from a 24 year
career with Crye-Leike Realtors. She continues to be active in Beta Sigma Phi,
an international ladies organization.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Doran are very
involved members of Germantown United Methodist Church.

Kenneth and Joyce Ann Bucy of Pottertown will celebrate
their 40th wedding anniversary on Sunday. April 13, 2008.
They were married April 13, 1968, at Mt. Hope in Livonia. Mich.. with Rev. Richard Lyons officiating.
Mrs. Bucy is the daughter of the late Harold and Junetta
Mahoney.
Mr. Bucy is the son of the late Hawley and Velda Bucy.
They have one son. Michael W. Bucy of Murray. owner of
No Limits Scuba Diving.
The couple will celebrate their anniversary with family menthers in Michigan.

•Service After Sale

Lochte presents program
for Zeta Department for
March meeting
Kate Lochte, manger of WKMS raido. gave an informative
presentation about the public radio station at the March meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Patsy Tracy gave the "Thought for the Day.Hostesses for the social hour were Mildred Newton and
,
Martha Sue Ryan.
The department mill meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club
house with Georganne Sanders giving the "Thought for the
Day.Hostesses will be Nancy McMinn, Susan Vied and Ann Vinson. Members are asked to bring a favorite quilt for display.

Zirill _3nnouncemen/

'Full Parts Dept
•Locally Owned &
Operated

Meghan
Elizabeth
Clark

_

imor-

MURRAY APPLIANCE

Dr. Susan Davis and Brent
Clark of Fort Worth, Texas,
are the parents of a daughter,
Meghan Elizabeth Clark. born
Friday. Jan. 4. 2008, at
on
Methodist Hospital, Fort Worth.
The baby weighed It pounds
9 ounces. A brother is Christopher Brent Clark, and a sister
is Sarah Joyce nark.
Grandparents are Ray and
Linda nark of Crossland Road.
Murray. and Rev. Hugh Davis
and the late Joyce Davis of
Pottsboro. Texas.
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April 17th and 18th ,
(900 Coldwater Rd , Murray'
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Photo provided
Pictured are Kate Lochte, center, speaker, with hostesses,
Mildred Newton, left, and Martha Sue Ryan. hostesses, at the
meeting of Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
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Symbol of Hope
Send in your Luminaria form today to
remember those who have lost their battle
and to honor those who are survivors!

6 off 24
Paducah, KY
2704311-7301 14011499411111x
*a Sol •113 Berl II, 50,,5e

May 9th
t 121 N Bypass, Murray

Reg

615 477 6143

cash, check, Visa & Mastercard

Light the Way to a Cure!
Relay for Life Luminaria Ceremony
Frt., May 2, 2008, 10 p.m.• MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium

•
RELAY
FOR LIFE

Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
Light a lummana in MEMORY id a loved one or trIend who has lost his or her battle with cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend
who is a survivor Memonal lummaria are a symbol oi!fort for future cancer patients Survivors' luminana are a symbol of HOPE
tor their today anti many tomorniws. Each luminana will be personalized with the name if the person being remembered or
honored The lummana will line the track and by. lit for the 1 uminaria Ceremony at 10 p.m. on May 2. Please join us for this event'
Please use one torm per person
or
0 In Memory of
Li In flonor rib

REs
Name
P.e.oe pm...teals

'tore.

%rte.

Your Name
Address
Donation Enclosed $
CD Cash

Daytime Phone.
City /State/Zip
Total Number of Luminaria Bags tor this person

El Check made payable to American Cancer Sticiety

17] Read name during luminaria ceremony at Relay 0 No acknowledgment necessary or
0 Send acknowledgment card to
Not necessary to read name during ceremony

0

ife44Ar
kk4

Name
Address

City /State/Zip_
Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to
Relay for Life, P.O. Box 1333, Murray, KY 42071
the
sponsor below For more luminaria information, contact Carol Sims(270) 753-1578.
or return to
CANCER SURVIVORS:
Ti, pick up a shirt at Relay, you must register by April 1st. Call Melissa at (270) 227-3308.
You can sign up for the Cancer Survivor Victory Lap at Stewart Stadium after 3 p.m. on Fri., May 2.

ALSO
US
Lununarias Sponsored By
: WEB

Bank
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Home defibrillators save lives Occupational
Study
medicine
finds CPR
does too
practice opens
www.seurrayledger.tigi

By MARILYNN
MARCH1ONE
AP Medical Writer
CHICAGO(API -- Having a
defibrillator at home can help a
heart attack survivor live
through a second crisis, but so
can CPR and at a much lower
cost. That's the bottom line from
the first test of using these heartshocking devices in the home.
The devices worked. But so
few people in the study were
stricken at home, and CPR by
spouses in the comparison group
was so good, that the 7,()00-person study .sound up being be too
small to prove that a defibrillator
can improve survival.
It did for South Carolinian
James Kennedy. For three years,
his family lugged one to the grocery store, to church and on
trips. -Thank God we had it"
last August, when his daughter
used it to save his life at home,
said Kennedy's wife, Debra.
Others also benefited —
seven friends and neighbors of
people in the study. They got a
lifesaving heart shock, too.
"There's no downside" to
!lasing a home defibrillator, said
study leader Dr. Gust Bardy of
the Seattle Institute for Cardiac
Research.
However, they cost $1,000 or
more. And others say health dollars are better spent boosting
CPR training. Arguments to
expand access to defibrillators
"have an emotional quality" not
justified by cost and success
rates. said Dr. David Callans of
the University of Pennsylvania.
He wrote an editonal that the
New England Journal of
Medicine published on the
Internet along with the study.
Results also were given Tuesday
at an American College of
in
conference
Cardiology

AP

James Kennedy, right, is examined by cardiologist Dr. John Thornton, as Kennedy's daughter,
Brittany, left, and wife Debra, second from left, watch during an examination at the Medical
College of Georgia Cardiovascular Center, in Augusta, Ga When Kennedy suffered a heart
attack last summer, his daughter successfully used a home defibrillator to revive him.
the daughter. Brittany, took over
Chicago.
Germany.
England.
They come a day after the Netherlands and New Zealand. while her mom called EMS.
"I grabbed the defibrillator. I
American Heart Association About half were given a device
changed guidelines to recom- and a spouse or companion was put the little pads on him and it
mend hands-only CPR — press- trained to use it. then told to call shocked him. That was really
ing vigorously on a victim's emergency medical services. easy. It gives you all the instrucFor the others, family members tions," the young woman said.
chest until help arrives.
The experience inspired her
Cardiac arrest happens when were trained in CPR and told to
to return to school to become a
the heart beats chaotically. call EMS.
Over about three years. 450 nurse.
Automated external defibrilla"I always thought if a patient
tors. or AEDs,can shock it back people died, but only 160 were
into normal rhythm, and have from cardiac arrest. Of those. was flatlined I'd freak out and
been successfully used by only 58 were at home and suf- not know what to do. But after
bystanders in airports, casinos fered the attack in front of some- this. I figure, if I can do it on
him I can do it on anybody."
one.
and other public places.
Dr. Elizabeth Nabel, director
Defibrillator!, were used in 32
However, three-fourths of the
166,0(X) cardiac arrests that cases — all of them apropriate- of the National Heart. Lung and
occur outside hospitals each ly. The overall survival in both Blood Institute, said the study
year happen at home, and only 2 groups was comparable and far "does not invalidate the use of
percent of victims survive. One better than researchers expected. AEDs by any means." They
"We did have some people "absolutely- are a good idea for
home defibrillator, made by a
Seattle-based division of Philips that simply panicked and didn't diabetics, she said. That was the
only subgroup in the study that
Healthcare. weighs less than know what to do." he said.
It happened to Debra had significantly better survival
four pounds and is sold on the
Kennedy when her 55-year-old from the defibrillators, comInternet for as little as SENO.
Researchers tested them in husband James was stricken in pared to CPR.
Nabel's federal agency paid
7,0(X) people in the United August at their home in North
States, Canada, Australia, Augusta. S.C. Her 20-year-old most of the study's cost.

OCCUPATIONAL
MEDICINE
Murray-Calloway County Hospital would
I ike to welcome Dr. HW Ford as the
newest member of our team. Dr. Ford is
a general practioner with over 20 years
experience in occupational medicine
Dr. Ford received his undergraduate
degree from Murray State University
before completing his medical degree at
the University of Louisville.
Dr Ford currently resides in Benton.

Special to the Ledger
ticcimied4lviCCii, a medical practice specializing in occupational medicine, recently opened its new office in the Medical
Arts Building at 376 West.
A public grand opening event, inviting area business people
to tour the facility and meet the medical staff, will be held in
May.
Occ.Med(a)MCCH's preventive services for employers
include audiograms, blood-borne pathogens, breath alcohol
tests. Department of Transportation (DOT) physical exams.
urine drug screens, executive physical exams, functional capacity evaluations, flu shots, immunization programs, job site
analysis, musculoskeletal care, pre-employment screening
exams, pulmonary function testing and respirator clearances.
"When an injury occurs, we treat employees effectively,
returning them to work as quickly and safely as possible," says
Dr. HW Ford.
In addition. Occ.Med@MCCH offers extended hours for primary injury treatment, on-site physical and occupational therapy. on-site radiology services and post-accident substance abuse
screening.
Occ.Med@MCCH is open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. For more information, call Melinda English,
Occ.Med Coordinator at 762-1526 or visit www.murrayhospital.org

School's trial
stopped weight
gain for 2 years
NEW YORK (AP) — Five
Philadelphia elementary schools
replaced sodas with fruit juice.
They scaled back snacks and
banished candy. They handed
out raffle tickets for wise food
choices. They spent hours teaching kids, their parents and teachers about good nutrition.
What have they got to show
for it?
The number of kids who got
fat during the two-year experiment was half the number of
kids who got fat in schools that
didn't make those efforts.
"It's a really dramatic effect
from a public health point of
view. That's the good news."
said Gary Foster, director of the
Center for Obesity Research and
Education at Temple University.
He is also the lead author of the
Philadelphia schools study
being published Monday in the
April issue of Pediatrics.
The bad news: There were
still plenty of new overweight
kids in the five schools — over
7 percent of them became overweight compared to the 15 percent in the schools that didn't
make changes.
"That signals to me that we
have lots more work to do." said
Foster.
Schools are ideal settings for
programs that target childhood
obesity, the researchers noted
Children spend long hours each
day at schools and eat lunch and
often breakfast at school. But
school-based programs have had
mixed results.
The Philadelphia study put to

the test a program developed by
the Food Trust, a local nonprofit
which works to improve access
to affordable, healthy food. Ten
schools enrolled in the government-funded study in 2002, and
half made the changes.
Since then, many of the modifications have been carried out
at most of Philadelphia's
schools, according to Joan
Nachmani, the district's director
of nutntion education and one of
the researchers. She said such
studies help people "wake up
and realize it can be done on a
larger scale."
The 1,349 students in the
study were in grades four to six.
At the start, about 40 percent
were overweight or obese. Many
received free or subsidized
meals.
For the study, changes were
made to the food in vending
machines or the caletena in five
of the schools. Juice, water and
low-fat milk replaced sodas.
Snacks had to meet limits for
fat, salt and sugar. Students who
ate healthy snacks got raffle
tickets to win prizes such as
bikes and jump ropes.
"We found when you give
children healthy choices, they
Grace
them," said
pick
McGinley, school nurse at
Francis Hopkinson School, one
of the test schools.
Staff and students had lessons on good nutrition. The
message was reinforced in other
subjects: food labels were used
to help teach fractions. And parents were also enlisted.

Kentucky with his wife of 50 years,
Beverly Brawner Ford. MCCH is pleased

, CD
maturing?

to welcome Dr. Ford to our staff
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•New book
From Front
while attached to the 218th
Field Artillery Battalion His
job was to fly a tiny. unarmed
Piper Cub light aircraft over
dangerous temtory and report
the location of the enemy. The
unit would then rain fire down
on the Japanese with the pilot
guiding and reporting *he effectiveness of the attack.
While with the unit, Guy
logged more than 400 hours of
flying time. He was involved in
the Allied effort to keep the
attacking
from
Japanese
Australia; one of the major turning points of the war in the
Pacific. He escaped marauding
Japanese "zero' attack aircraft
by flying too low for the enemy
to follow. However he was
eventually shot down and had to
walk out of the jungle with his
;nechanic.
"He was pretty badly injured
and the Australians picked him
up and walked him out of the
jungle," she said. "He was
unconscious most of the time
and was listed as missing in
action...He got back to his unit
after about 30 day s ind (hey had
already split up all of his gear."

•• •

He was later recommended
for the Medal of Honor for rescuing a downed pilot with a
canoe.
-That didn't come through
though. It got changed to the
Silver Star, which is the third
highest honor," Sallie Guy said.
He was also awarded the
Soldier's Medal for heroism in
the
later
and
action
Distinguished Flying Cross.
later
success
of
record
Guy's
earned him battlefield commission as second lieutenant. With
the help of a flight surgeon
friend, he was transferred to the
43rd Bombardment Group
where he fully realized his
dream of flying.
While assigned to the unit,
Guy flew 32 missions in a B-24
bomber without regular pilot's
wings — "a feat unequaled in
World War II," according to the
book. But Sallie Guy says her
husband was known for consistently "bucking the system"
throughout his flying career;
regularly defying his superiors
when he thought they were
wrong and he was nght.
Guy was sent home in Dec.
1944 euffering from severe ear
infections caused by the wind,

FYI
Seine Okly,•
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.4 1.S end *reetel 141•0112
*Thou( Wive Is her titelP‘
book, lb purohasit a copy, oe,
Mr
omit
kintstes2Ssoleom.
of Me book may also
Owed outing ate boos
trig.
dust and pressure of flying an
aircraft in an unpressurized
cabin; still without his official
"wings" insignia. However his
superior officers notified Gen.
Henry "Hap" Arnold, commandant of the U.S. Army Air
Forces, about Guy's record.
Arnold summoned Guy to the
Pentagon to have his wings
pinned on by one of the general's aides.
Guy, who is now 91,eventually retired as a lieutenant
colonel. It is not known whether
he will be able to attend the
booksigning because of health
reasons.

III CASA banquet.
From Front
unteer."
And the need, unfortunately, doesn't appear to
be subsiding. Speed noted that in 1998, there were
1,700 foster children in Kentucky awaiting adoption. Now, she said there are approximately MOIO
than 4,000.
In 2007. Calloway's CASA (which now
includes Marshall County) had 236 MOS Of
reported child abuse; of which 85 were substantiated. Fifty-six children, meanwhile, have been
served via 14 volunteers.
CASA is currently advocating for 41 children
in 22 cases in both Calloway and Marshall comities.
In welcoming guests at Tuesday's banquet,
board member Donna Herndon noted the group's
start in 1998 and how far CASA has come in that
10-year time.
"But we have a lot of pinwheels without red
centers," she said, noting the April Child Abuse
Prevention Month display in front of the
Calloway County Judicial Building. The red centers mark CASA involvement in 56 of those local
abuse cases.
The evening also featured a silent auction sad
recognition of its 21 volunteers, including honoring Joanne Rogers as the 2007-08 Volunteer of
the Yeas
Afterward. Rogers, a six-year CASA volunteer
who is currently working with cases in Calloway,
Marshall and Graves counties, said she was honored by the title.
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blamed the government. while
15 percent faulted the price of
oil and 11 per.ent said the people themselves were responsible. Others faulted foreign competiticn and pnvate corporations for economic woes.
•Some demographic groups
have improved their income status between 1970 and 2006;
while others saw declines:
Among the winners were seniors ages 65 and older, blacks.
native-born Hispanics and married adults. Losers included
young adults (ages 18 to 29), the
foreign-born
unmarried,
Hispanics and people with
high-school education or less.
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Kathryn "Grace" McCoy
Kathryn "Grace" McCoy, is an important new member of our staff at Primary
Care Medical Center.

Grace is a graduate of Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee and
Murray State University. As a Family Nurse Proctioner, she is trained to
provide care for patients of all ages.
Grace is a Registered Nurse in Tennessee & Kentucky, a Certified Family
Nurse Practitioner, and a member of the
American Nurses Credentialing Center.
She is seeing patients at Primary Care
Medical Center at the corner of 12th
Street & Glendale
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Americans say their standard of
living is better than the one their
parents had at the age they are
now.
In contrast, 80 percent of
richer people said they exceeded their parents' standard of living. Among the lower class.
only 49 percent reported better
conditions.
"It's been •lousy run for the
American economy and people
feel it," said Paul Taylor, director of Pews Social &
Demographic Trends project
and author of the study. He
noted that people's pessimism
largely tracks annual median
household income, which has
seen little gains in recent years.
Middle-class people also may
be disproportionately feeling
the pinch because they tend to
borrow more heavily against
their homes to support their
lifestyles, Taylor said.
"Still, over a span of a generation, it's been a pretty good
run, even as there are some
recent pressures that I think
people are feeling," he said.
The Pew poll involved telephone interviews with 2,413
adults, conducted from Jan. 24
to Feb. 19. The margin of sampling error was 3 percentage
points.
Among the other findings.
la Nearly eight in 10 of all
people. of 79 percent, said they
believe it has become more difficult compared to five years
ago for the middle class to
maintain their standard of living, up from 65 percent in 1986.
1. Among the middle class,
no consensus existed on who
was to blame for their economic
problems. Twenty-six percent

ERIC WALKEF4A.adigar & iltnes
at
last night's CASA Ught of Hope Banque!
There, she spoke of the Impact CASA has
had on the :Ives of numerous foster and
adopted children who have been a pen of her
life.
"I'm extremely honored," she said. "I don't
feel like I deserve it"
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Growing numbers of middleclass Americans say they aren't
better off thar they were five
years ago, reflecting economic
pressures amid growing debt, a
Study released today shows.
Their short-term assessment
of personal progress, according
to the study, is the worst it's
been in nearly half a century.
The survey by the Pew
Research Center, a Washingtonbased research organization,
paints a mixed picture for the 53
percent of adults in the country
who define themselves as "middle class," with household
incomes ranging from below
$40,000 to more than $100,000.
It found that a majority of
middle-class people said they
haven't progressed in the last
five years. One in four, or 25
percent, said their economic situation had not improved, while
3! percent said they had fallen
Those numbers
backward
together are the highest since
the survey began in 1964.
Middle-class prosperity also
lagged compared to richer
Americans. From 1983 to 2004,
the median net worth of upperincome families -- defined as
annual
with
households
incomes above 150 percent of
grew by 123 perthe median
cent, while the median net
worth of middle-income families rose by just 29 percent.
At the same time, most middle-class people remained
upbeat when asked to measure
their progress over a longer
timeframe, although their level
of optimism lagged their richer
counterparts. Two-thirds, or 67
middle-class
of
percent,

Tenses Speed was the keynote speaker
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Study: Middle-class Americans
increasingly downbeat about their
short-term economic progress
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MURRAY STATE GOLF

Racers can't cling to final-round lead
JERRY PRICE'S 213 PUTS HIM THIRD IN MEDALIST RACE

DAVE WINDER /
MSU Sports
intormaron
Jerry
Price
sparked Murray
with
a
State
Score of 213,
netting him third
place in a field of
58, but it wasn't
enough to push
the Racers to
victory at their
own
Spring
Invitational
in
Dickson, Tenn.

By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State men's golf team let a
final round lead slip away in the MSU
Spring Invitational in Dickson, Tenn., at
Greystone Golf Club.
The Racers were trying to defend their
title from last spnng.
The Racers' 299 wasn't enough to protect their one-shot lead, as Lipscomb took
the championship with a 293. The Racers
slipped to third place with a total of 867,
three shots behind Lipscomb's 864.
Tennessee Tech finished second at 865.
UT-Martin was fourth at 868, while
Belmont placed fifth at 870. Morehead
State (888), John A. Logan (895),
Evansville (898), Tennessee Tech B-team
(904), and Tennessee State (907) rounded

out the field of 10 teams.
MSU's Jerry Price finished third in the
medalist race with scores of 69-6876=213, while Cameron Carrico's scores
of 73-71-71=215 gave him a spot in sixth
place in the field of 58 student-athletes.
Nick Newcomb placed 10th with rounds
of 68-72-76=216, Mitchell Moore placed
27th after scores of 75-72-76=223, and
Jared Wolfe finished 31st with rounds of
75-72-77=224.
MSU's Hunter Ford played as an individual and scored his best collegiate finish
with a sixth place showing after rounds of
68-74-73=215. Chris Griffin finished
22nd after rounds of 72-74-75=221.
The all-tournament team consisted of
winner Scott O'Brien of Belmont, who

finished with a 211, Cole Floyd of UTMartin in second place after a 212, MSU's
Jerry Price in solo third at 213 and a pair
of players tied for fourth place: Barrett
Steakley of Tennessee Tech and Clint
Suggs of Lipscomb, each finished at 214.
The final round was played in very
windy conditions and the wind showed up
in the scoring. The scoring average went
from 74.17 for the first two rounds to
74.82 for the final 18.
The Greystone Golf Club played to a
par-72 and 6,858 yards.
The Racers play April 13-14 at the
Bluegrass Invitational
hosted
by
Kentucky before playing the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship at the Country
Club of Paducah April 20-22.

NCAA WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP

MURRAY ROUNDUP

Steamrollin'
TIGERS BEAT HUMBOLDT, FULL SPEED AHEAD TO Au "A"
Staff Report
With a 4-2 victory over
Humboldt (Tenn.) Tuesday night,
Murray has now won six of its last
seven games as the Tigers steamroll
toward this weekend's First Region
All "A" Classic.
By all practical accounts,
Tuesday night's win was a steal.
Tigers (9-3) were outhit 8-2
aird committed six errors, but managed to escape west Tennessee with
the victory in tow thanks to a home
run and some timely late-game
baserunning.
GERRY BROOME / AP
Aron Sweeney reached on a
Tennessee's Alberte Augusta hoists the trophy
walk to start the game and two batafter Tennessee's 64-48 win over Stanford in
ters later, Bradley Cobb homered,
the NCAA Women's Championship game
putting Malay shred 2.4).
l Tuesday in Tampa, Fla.
Then, in the seventh inning, with
the game knotted at two, Humboldt
gave the Tigers two baserunners on
walks — Shawn McClure and
Adam Heskett.
With two outs, McClure stole
third and Heskett took second on a
double steal. Jordan Garland then
ripped a single, scoring both runners and giving Murray a 4-2
advantage going into the bottom of
the inning
In the final frame, staff ace
Bradley Cobb struck out the side
after Humboldt's first batter
reached on an error. ensunne the
victory for Murray.
BY DOUG FEINBERG
Humboldt scored its two runs in
AP Sports Writer
the bottom of the third inning, takTAMPA. Fla. I AP)— With the game in hand and
ing advantage of two Murray errors
a minute left, Candace Parker went to the Tennessee
and a single that scored one runner.
bench for the final time, holding up four fingers on
The Tigers scored four runs on
each hand to signify the eight titles the Lady Vols
two hits and six errors and
have won.
Humboldt scored two runs on eight
Parker came to Tennessee four years ago with
hits and no errors.
one goal in mind: Restore the Lady Vols back to the
Chess Volp started the game for
Rocky Top.
Murray and pitched three innings
A bruised and braced Parker scored 17 points and
before Cobb came on in relief. Volp
grabbed nine rebounds to help Tennessee capture its
notched four strikeouts and didn't
eighth NCAA women's basketball title with a 64-48
surrender an earned run
victory over Stanford on Tuesday night. The Lady
Cobb pitched the final four
Vols also became the first repeat champs since
innings, tossed nine strikeouts and
Connecticut won three straight from 2002-04.
allow
a
run_
didn't
"One is disputable, but two, you can't stumble
He also helped out at the plate,
onto two national championships, so we're pretty
-for-3
with
a
home
run
and
going 1
good.
two RBI.
"We got two championships together, Parker
Garland also went 1 -for-3 with
said. "It's a remarkable feeling to walk off the court
two RBI.
for the last time and hug your coach. I'm completeThe Tigers now turn their focus
ly different than I was when I came in."
Classic,
which
begins
to the All -AThe Lady Vols will lose the starting five to gradThursday
night
at
Ballard
uation, but they have left a remarkable legacy.
Memorial.
Before the back-to-back championships, Tennessee
Thanks to its No. I seed, howevhad gone nine years without a title.
er, Murray has an automatic berth in
"I'm just really proud, and obviously it's a happy
Friday night's semifinals, where
but sad time with the seniors leaving," Tennessee
they'll face either Reidland or St.
coach Pat SUMMitt said. "I will always have tremenMary.
dous respect for the mark they left on our program "
The championship game is set
Parker will leave the Lady Vols (36-2) with a
for Saturday at 2 p.m. and could
year of eligibility remaining, but has accomplished
feature a 1 vs. 2 showdown between
one of her goals by winning multiple national titles.
the Tigers and the host Bombers.
•see LADY VOLS. 2C

Parker leads
Lady Vols to
2nd straight
TENNESSEE DEFEATS
STANFORD 64-48 IN TITLE

file photo
Murray senior Tyler Holzschuh takes a cut at this pitch in a game against Milan (Tenn.) earlier this season. The Tigers scored a 4-2 victory at Humboldt (Tenn.) last night and have now won six of their last
seven games. Murray will face either Reidland or St. Mary in the All 'A" Classic Friday night.
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MURRAY STATE ROUNDUP
Volleyball

team enjoys

success in

to

By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State volleyball team's six returning
players (juniors Heather Nonris and Alison Mugler,
sophomore Cassie Chesney, and freshmen Becca
Lamb, Ashley Nenninger, and Sara Hayden) have
helped the Racers excel in two of their four scheduled spring tournaments so far.
The first tournament, hosted by Ole Miss, was
held on March 29 at the Ginom Sports Center in
Oxford, Miss., and included seven teams: Ole
Miss, Murray State, Arkansas State, Christian
Brothers, Memphis, Samford, and North Alabama.
In this tournament, the Racers finished with a
record of 7-5, placing third in the tournament
behind host Ole Miss and Samford. Murray State
defeated Arkansas State and Christian Brothers,
split with Ole Miss. Memphis, and North Alabama,

and lost to Samford.
"I was really pleased with how my team performed." said head coach David Schwepker. who
will be coaching in his 11th season at Murray State
in 2008. "We are working on a particular offense
and when we are in system, it really works well.
The girls were happy with their progress and are
back in the gym working hard to get better."
The next tournament was hosted by Austin Peay
and took place on April 5 at the Dunn Center in
Clarksville, Tenn. There. the Racers took home the
tournament title, going undefeated in a field that
included Jefferson College, Lipscomb, Tennessee
Tech, Trevecca, and Vincennes. Murray State
capped off the tournament victory with a win over
Austin Peay in straight sets, 26-24, and 25-17.
"Our athletes stayed in system much better this

weekend," Schwepker said. "We passed very well,
the setting was excellent, our defense was very
good, and our offense is looking really good.'
The next tournament on the spring schedule Is
set for this weekend, April 12, in Cape Girardeau,
Mo. The tournament field is set to include host
Southeast Missouri, Tennessee-Martin, Washington
University, Arkansas State, Southern
Christian Brothers, and Memphis.
The last scheduled tournament is hosted by
Southern Illinois on Apnl 19 at Davies Gym in
Carbondale, Ill. MSU will be one of 12 teams in the
tournament, including Southern Illinois, Southeast
Missouri, Southern Illinois-Edwardsville. Eastern
Illinois, John A. Logan, Arkansas State, Southern
Indiana, Shawnee. Tennessee'Martin, Jefferson
•See MSU. 2C
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UKC
cheerleaders
wrap up
competition

Murray Ledger & Times'

P.i„W

CARDINALS 5, ASTROS 3

Glaus double sends Cards to win

3
:40V
1

REYES TOSSES THREE SCORELESS RELIEF INNINGS

HOUSTON (API -- Anthony Reyes was ternble as a starter last season.
His career as a long reliever is off to a much
of
cheerleaders
:The
Universal Kentucky Cheer better start.
Reyes pitches three scoreless innings of one-hit
wrapped up the 2007-2008
cheer and dauce competition ball and Troy Glaus hit a two-run double in the
season on March 29th and 30th eighth inning to propel the St. Louis Cardinals to
at the Spint Sport Battle at the a 5-3 win over the Houston Astros on Tuesday
Beach competition in Myrtle night.
Reyes, 2-14 with a 6.04 ERA as a starter last
Beach. SC. After competing in
the World's largest cheer and season, struck out 13 in 19 innings this spring to
dance competition in Atlanta in nab a bullpen spot.
Tuesday's performance got him halfway to last
February, the teams began making preparations for the Battle at year's win total.
"Troy's hit was huge, hut we don't have a
the Beach, where the Cosmos,
Galaxy, and Eclipse teams all chance without Anthony's pitching," Cardinals
took home top-five honors in irtitliagei Tony La Russo said. "He was many
their respective divisions. The pumping it. That's the way he's looked before. He
UKC cheer and dance teams are was really going after those guys. It was a clutch
coached by Aaron and JoeIle job by him he deserves something good like a
Scott and Zack Gillum. Tryouts
The 26-year-old has struggled with control in
for the 2(8)8-2009 cheer and
dance competition season will the past, but seems to have improved this season.
"My mechanics are coming back," said Reyes
be held on April 26 at Universal
Kidz Center. located on (1-0), who struck out one."In spring training I was
Highway 94E across horn Town OK, hut I wasn't quite there. I just needed to
PAT SULLIVAN i AP
and Country Yamaha. For more remember what I used to do. I've tweaked a couinformation, call the gym at ple of things and I'm feeling better and better."
St Louis' Albert
Jason Isnnghausen worked a perfect ninth for
759-4787 or visit their new webat his fourth save.
site
Glaus' hit, off Geoff Geary (0-1), bounced off
www.universalathletics.net.
the lower portion of the bullpen wall in right-cendouble to right
ter field and scored Chns Duncan and Albert
Pujols.
MASTERS
Duncan scored on a single by Adam Kennedy
Astros starter Shawn Chacon allowed four hits
in the sixth inning to tie it at 3. The Cardinals had and three runs. He struck out two and walked four
a chance to take the lead later in the inning but in six innings.
Mark Loretta's throw home beat Rick Ankiel there
"I could have been a lot better and I will be a
to end the inning.
lot better,- Chacon said.
Houston's Miguel Tejada had a two-run double
Rule 5 draftee Wesley Wright struck out two in
in the third to make it 2-all. Lance Berkman scored a perfect seventh for Houston.
easily, but Carlos Lee slid feet first and knocked
"It was a pretty good night pitching for us. we
down catcher Jason LaRue to get home safely.
just couldn't get a big hit," Astros manager Cecil
Tejada made it 3-2 when he scored on a wild Cooper said.
pitch later in the inning.
Houston had just two hits after the fourth
: AUGUSTA. Ga. (API —
Brad Thompson's suicide squeeze in the sec- inning, a triple by Hunter Pence in the seventh and
Trip Kuehne will always be ond inning scored Ankiel and Skip Schumaker
a double by Geoff Blum in the eighth both coming
remembered as the other guy. tripled and scored on a sacrifice fly in the third to
with two outs.
the one who played a pivotal make it 2-0.
Notes: Astros 28 Kaz Matsui, on the disabled
supporting role on that summer
with
slump
Schumaker broke out of an 0-for-I6
list after surgery to repair an anal fissure. was
day when Tiger Woods revealed that hit.
for-3 with a double in a rehab assignment with
to everyone just how special he
"I haven't been doing my job lately," he said.
Double-A Corpus Christi on Tuesday. He could
was going to be.
It
do.
to
"Getting on base is what fin supposed
return to Houston's lineup as soon as Sunday. ...
Who knows how their lives was frustrating because I was seeing the ball good,
Cardinals RHP Joel Pineiro, on the disabled list
would have turned out if Woods I just wasn't hitting it."
with a right shoulder strain, allowed six hits and
had not rallied from five down
Cardinals starter Brad Thompson lasted four
two runs with five strikeouts in six innings of a
with 12 holes to play to win the innings, allowing five hit and three runs with five
rehab start for Triple-A Memphis Tuesday.
first of three straight U.S. strikeouts and two walks
Amateur championships in

Pujols slides safely into
home as Houston Astros catcher J.R. Towles
waits for the throw in the eighth inning of
Tuesday's game. Pujols scored from first
base on a Troy Glaus two-run
center.

Trip Kuehne
will meet
Tiger again
at Masters

1-

Voli

;1iYell, Woods Ii
.:survived the Allappbint-,'
ha*
' iloolie IC
rorn
.
F.
'
merit and still gone on to be the
"You know, it's tunny
world's greatest golfer. But
because some players don't get
there's no way Kuehne's life
one, and I'm fortunate enough to
would have been the same.
have two," The Associated Press
"My whole life would have
player of the year said.
been different.- he said. "I
Parker also became the fourth
wouldn't be married to the great
player to win back-to-back Most
woman I am today. I would not
Outstanding. Player of the Final
have my son. I would have
Four honors.
turned professional."
She joined Connecticut's
Kuehne had an epiphany at
Taurasi (2003-04).
Diana
the TPC Sawgrass, as he
Chamique
Tennessee's
watched Woods hoist a trophy
Holdsclaw (1997-98), and
that was supposed to be his.
Southern Cal's Cheryl Miller
Maybe he should consider
(1983-84).
another line of work.
"I look back st my growth
Kuehne did just that, going
not only as a player, but also just
into the investment business and
as a person and I feel like it's
playing golf on the side as an
been the best four years of my
amateur. He now runs a Dallaslife." Parker said. "I wouldn't
based company that deals in
change anything about it. I love
hedge funds, though he did find
my teammates and I'm just very,
time to squeeze in a victory at
very fortunate to have won two
last year's U.S. Mid-Amateur
national championships."
championship, earning him a
While her left shoulder still
spot in the Masters.
clearly was not 100 percent
He's come full circle. For
healthy, the expected No. 1 pick
two days at least, Kuehne will
in Wednesday's WNBA draft
Woods,
as
course
same
the
on
be
didn't shoot nearly as many
the childhood friend who bested jumpers as Sunday night,
him 14 years ago and sent ilien
instead taking the ball to the baslives veenng off in strikingly
ket on an array of moves. She
different directions.
converted one steal in the sec"1 learned you can play your
ond half into a pretty layup that
best, give it your all and still not
gave the Lady Vols a 10-point
said.
Kuchne
top.on
out
come
advantage She then followed it

MEMBERSHIPS

with a three-point play on a driving layup. The Cardinal. who
had a season low for points,
would get no closer than eight
the rest of the way.
ended
loss
Stanford's
Candice Wiggins' remarkable
run through the NCAA tournament. She scored 14 points and
finished with 151 over the six
games — the fourth-best total in
tournament history. Sheryl
Swoopes holds the record with
177 points, when she led Texas
Tech to the championship in
1993. Wiggins is the fist player
to have two 40-point games in
the tournament.
"We did a nice job on
said
Wiggins.Candice
Surrtmitt, whose team held the
nation's 10th-best offense to
38.8 percent shooting "We went
to our switching defense.
Switched out on her a lot. Our
scouting report was very effective."
Wiggins ended her stellar
career by taking the Cardinal
(35-4) further than they'd been
since 1992, when the program
won it all. Stanford hadn't
reached the Final Four since
1997 or advanced to the championship game since the '92 team.
"I'm sad that it's over
because of how much I love this
program, this institution, this
team, and my coaches, teammates," Wiggins said, breaking
into tears. "It's that amazing.
This season, I could not ever
have dreamed of this. so it's

more than I could ever ask for."
She came in averaging 27.4
points in the tournament and
opened the game with a 3-pointer, but couldn't find an open
look after that. The AllAmerican finished 6-for-16
from the field and left to a standing ovation with just over a
minute left in her college career.
Parker struggled with her
shooting in the semifinals when
she went 6-for-27 from the field,
but gutted out the championship
game -- not letting her injured
shoulder bother her. For the second straight game. the AllAmencan wore a long-sleeve
shirt under her uniform to try, as
she ,atid, to not focus on the
injury. Underneath Parker's shirt
was a Sully brace.
"It goes across the shoulder
and across the body with a strap
system that limits her motion,"
trainer Jenny Moshak said.
Unlike earlier games in the
tournament when Parker had to
carry the Lady Vols, her supporting cast came through against
Stanford. Shannon Bobbitt
scored 13 points and Nicky
Anosike added 12 points, eight
rebounds and six steals for the
Lady Vols.
"They came out with a great
mentality to play hard, especially on the defensive end,Summitt said. "On offense, we
got more people involved, but it
was our defense that got it done.
I'm so proud of our seniors. I'm
going to miss them

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
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at814
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
By The Associated Press
Ali limes CDT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct GB
W
-z-Boston
62 15 805
23
a-Philadelphia
39 38 506
24
38 39 494
x Toronto
30
32 45 416
New Jersey
New Yon,
22 56 28240 1/2
Southeast Division
L Pet GB
W
—
48 29 623
v-Orlando
40 37 519
8
x.Washington
36 42 46212 1/2
Atlanta
30 48 38518 1/2
Charlotte
14 64 17934 1/2
Miarni
Centre! Division
L Pct GB
W
—
55 22 714
y-Detroit
13
42 35 545
x-Cleveland
34 44 43621 1/2
Indiana
25
Chicago
30 47 390
26 51 338. 29
Milwaukee
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
W
-54 23 701
x-New Orleans
1
x-San Antonio
53 24 688
2
ktiouston
52 25 675
49 29 628 5 1/2
Dallas
Memphis
21 57 26933 1/2
Northwest Division
L Pet GB
W
y.Utah
52 26 667
17 31 603
Denver
5
13
Portland
39 39 500
19 58 24732 1/2
Minnesota
34
18 60 231
Seattle

•MSU
From Page 1C
College, and Missouri S&T.

Men's Tennis

The Murray State men's tennis team got off to a hot start by
winning the doubles flight today
against Tennessee-Martin at
Purcell Courts, but UTM got the
momentum back in the singles
flight and won the match 5-2.
For the Racers (1-12, 1-6
Ohio Valley Conference), the
intensity picked up after they
lost the first doubles set, in
which UTM's Alfredo Krywacz
and Christian Slabbert defeated
MSC's Nicholas Ksiezopolsiu
and Yuri Pompeu, 8-3. at No.
State then started a rally,
as the team of Chris Horton and
defeated
Hunter
Gerlach
Stephan
Tennessee-Martin's
Bruwer and Andrey Yesipov at
No. 1, 8-3. The MSU duo of
Mason Johnson and Jadir
Sernensin then capped off the
rally and ensured the doubles
flight victory with a thnlling 9-7
win over the Skyliawks' Petr
Markov and Matthew Harris at
No. 3.
Tennessee-Manm (6-10, 4-4
OV(') seemed to capture all the
momentum during singles competition. taking five of the six
sets. At No. 3, Horton was
defeated 6-2, 6-2. by Krywacz.
while Bruwer took out Pompeu
at No. I, 6-2, 6-1 UTM's
Slabbert defeated Ksiezopolski
at No. 4. 6-2, 6-2, while Markov
scored a 6-2, 6-2 victory over
Mike Headiord .0 No. 5.
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Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Indiana 112, Atlanta 98
Charlotte 121. Minnesota 119
Miami 95 Owego 88
Phoenix 127. Memphis 113
Boston 107. Milwaukee 100. OT
Utah 77. New Orleans 66
New York 98. Detroit 94
Dallas 99, Seattle 03
Portland 112 LA Lake's 103
Deriver II?,LA Clippers 99
Golden State 140. Sacramento 132
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Orlando. 6 p m
Milwaukee at Toronto. 6 p m.
Boston at wasmngton. 6 p.m.
Detion at Philadelphia. 6 p m.
New Jersey at Cleveland. 6 p.m.
Charlotte at New York. 6 30 p m.
New Orleans al Minnesota. 7 pm
Seattle at 1-10.10,1. / JO prn
Phoenix at San Antonio, 830 pm.
Thursday's Gamy*
Denver at Golden State. 7 pm
7 30 p m
Dallas
Utah at
L A Lakers at L A Clippers. 9 30 p m

•The Sigma Sigma Sigma soronty will hold the Jan Jones Wilson::
Mernonal 5K Walk/Run on April 19 to benefit the Sigma Sigma Sigmk:
Foundation, a non-profit organization The run/walk will begin at 9 a.rn:.'
in front of the Carr Health Building on Murray State's campus. A shoot:
registration will be available the morning of the race and is also locate
online at campus.murraystate.eduJorg/tnsigma. Entrance fee is $10.

Qoarft4 711Aorklo.

You. P's. EstImaterk ReIernoons and LOVIThOft
Os' Gowns If your luon and Mann Wonvory
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imm."

1
6
17
30

III Miller Memorial Golf Course is preparing to start its got clinics for
the spnng. The Junior Golf Clinic will begin on Monday. April 14 at 5:00
pm, and the Ladies Golf Clinic wit be on Thursday evenings, beginning
on April 17 at 5:15 pm Each clinic wit run for six weeks The cost
Juniors is $65 and ladies is $80.
.
Instruction will be tailored to the individuals golfing ability and exponence. For more information, or to sign up call the Pro Shop at 909-..
2238.

ihrmarliolt

;I

GB

•Calloway County will hold its volleyball camp April 26 from 9 a.m.
to noon at the CCHS gymnasium The camp is for girls in 5th through
8th grade and there is a $25 registration cost if you register before April
15, $30 after Aphl 15 Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. For more information call Kim Phillips after 2 p.m. at 227-8619.
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Semensin gave MSU their look
singles victory. winning 6-3. 6-1:
against Harris at No. 6, and tltai:
match was concluded when:
Yesipov defeated Gerlach, 2-6i;
6-0, 10-3 at No. 2.
The Racers next match is at
home against OVC opponent
Eastern Illinois on April 10t
which will also be Senior Dayt
for seniors Gerlach, Horton;:
.:
Ksiezopolski, and Pompeu. The
match will start at 2:30 p.m.
Tenryis Match Results
•
Tennessee-Martin vs Murray State
.•
Apr OB. 2008 al Murray. Ky
Tennessee-Martin 5, Murray State 2
SIMON COmPetflion
1 Brtrwer, Stephan (UTIA) del Pompeu,
Tun (MURIA)6-1 8-2
2 Vesipoy Andrey (UTM)del Gerlach,
Hume, 11AURM) 2-6. 6-0. 10-3
.•
3 Krywacz. Alfredo WWI del Horton.
•
Chris(MURAT)6-2 8-2
•
4 Siebtort, Christian illTM) del
.
Ksiezopoiski, Nicisal iMURM)8-2 6-2
5 Markov. Pet, 1UTM) del Hsedford,
MINN (MURRA)6-2, 6-2
6 Sernenovn .liwki MOURN)del Hams.
Matthew (UT1A)13-3. 6-1
Doubles competition
1 Horton. ChneiGertecn Hunter IMURMI
Ael &Inver StephonVesipov Andrey
(UTTA) 8-3
2 Krywacz Alfredo/Slabber! Christian
(UT1.41 del Ksiezopoisk, NocholiPompeu
Von 05111RMI 83
3 Johnson IstasonSernensva Jada
MURM) get Martiov Petrilams
Matthew (UTM) 9-7
TODAY'S liNEUP SPONSORED BY

Terry Butler
C.4300.
r
SOS rain Si 5753 sad?

TV, radio
BOXING
1
9 p.m.
ESPN2
Flyweights Rayonta
Whitfield 129-0-0) vs Manuel Verges
124-2-01 at Augusta Ge (same-day
We)

pr 3 Contest at
Par
G°L
2
Masters
G
Augosra
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m
E5PN2
Phaacinlphia or N Y Mats
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Boston at Washington
9:30 p.m.
Phoenrt at San Antonin
ESPN
6 .m7E,
NHL.r
VERSUS - Eastern Conference quer
tertinal, Ottawa at Prttsburgh. Germs 1
9 p.m.
VERSUS -- Western Conlerence
quarterfinal Calgary at San Jose,

Champions League.'t
81 4Cp.r:
:
aPTI2I-- UEF
GS
E
playoffs quarteitinal. leg 2. FC
on
04 at
Schalke
Barcelona
Barcekina Spain
WNBA BASKETBALL
Noon
ESPN2 — Draft, first round, at Tarzipc.F
Fat
•
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Peppers Chevrolet, PEPPERS TOYOTA
Cadillac, Pontiac, our (;realesi Spring
GMC, Buick
Sales Iven1
2008 GMC Sierra 1500
2WD Crew Cab

ARD

OsIon
L Pct
25 679
' 26 667
' 31 603
, 42 462
, 55.295

GB

MSRP
429,460
Peppers Disc
Rebate
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate --2
4
2;090
491
"

6
17
30

NIL a ; FK-044

Your Price

• 4.8L V-8 Engine
• HI) Iradenng Equipment
• Power Windows & Locks

Ka 119

Games

pm
6pm
6p m
6p m
no 6 p rn
6 30 p m
sole, 7 p m
.0 p m
3.8 30 p m

et 60 Mos
iffigillo at 4.9%**
All CEO 2008 Toyota
Tundras In Stock

13,996*

Stk. 1GC8213

• Automatic
• Remote Start

*ars. 9 30 p m

Way and expe-:
o Shop at 909-.

Stk

et,

• 2nd Row Captains Chairs
• Trailering Package

Chrysler PT Cruiser
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates

...81110
30
10:1141
• k(

•5 SO.

• i'W

• AM/FM/CD

31 \11,(,

2008 Toyota Solara
Convertible

2008 Jeep Patriot Sport
I
. OCT8027

.
30

•(NT Auto. Tran. • T/C
• ANI/FAVC I)
• l'/W
• l'/L

eice.4 Ace tio Pto-

744447.4

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck compa

// //:

r..7.1

$19.360

- 1,872
- 500
- 2 00()

'
14 988°

dtp 2008 Dodge Avenger SE
1. 11t11'1, I.

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates

36'IN,

/ / /

•

$19,325
- 1.337
- LOW;

Stk ra18157
• Sulu • P/W
• P/L
•.AC

16,988

• CI

fp 2008 Dodge Charger SE

Sib.. riCC8184

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates

31

$22.050
- 1.162
-2.000

18,888°

• PW •T/C
• Pt!, •Cl)

42, 2008 Chrysler 300LX
MSRP

$25.325
- 1,578
- 2.000

21,747

Stk OCC8180

Olselabeer 'All press plus lay. Otis and 'Kansa addttional Rebates deducted $6450 doc
he included Photos lac alualnitiOn aspens only
"earn approved Toyota Financial Services Credit

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

MSRP....

Peppers Diu
Mfg Rebates
Bonus Cash

Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebates

Auto., SLE. V-6 4 to choose from

• Power Windows & Locks
• Dark Crimson Metallic

$16.655
- 1.163
- 1.500

13,992

Stk OTC8168

9I0itpbuSta.• the Ind license atonal t. 50 dot la rckrial. Varian MO drix
' triable tc calomel.to aortae 1Se moNI a WM 911 nide IlePM reaserry.
Ths otter is n tau of any odw GM pane otters

• P'W • AM/FM/CD
• P/L • Pwr. Seat
Dteelelader AS prim plus tax. Me and license additional. Rebates deducted
$64.50 dot fee included. Photos for Illustration purposes only
Chrysler. Jeepd3/ and Dodge are registered trademarks of Chrysler LLC
"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car or truck corn an

'AA

0-411/0V9".••••

•

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2007 Dodge Magnum SXT 2007 Chevrolet Trailblazer LT 2007 Chrysler Tovm & Country

PU-011.1110=KM 2007 Chevrolet Impala LT

2004 Pontiac Vibe
60,000 Mlles, CD.
Alloy Wheels, Moonroof.
Stk *P6770

MI del Genach
-0 10-3
TM) del Horton
UTY.4) del
, URMI 6-2 6-2
I
del Headtord

te

.IR6,41 del Horns

914938*

2003 GMC Sierra SLE

as Hunter (muRmi
•
teapot, Andrey

'Oben Cnnsttan :Kt, NcholPornpau

64,000 Miles,
Rea. Cab/Long Bed/
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. *TC8231B

moos. Jado
NWT-tams

PONSORED BY

•

40,948

y Butler

2007 Chrysler 300C

753 5642

idjo
by

*a
Rayonta
MiKrItAt Vargas
Ga ,same-/jay

• 3 Contest at

us at N V Mots

-

$13,975
2004 Mercury Monterey: 50,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD. Stk #P6720A
9 986
:
1999 Chevrolet Silverado 4x4: 77,000 k4,
Reg. Cab, Shortbed, Automatic. Stk.
#TT7953B
, 75
/C9
T8'
2000 Ford F-150 XLT 4x4: 112,000 Miles,$
PW, PL, CD, Ext. Cab. Stk. #GT799942A

$114,947'
2000 Ford Crown Victoria LX
77,000 Miles,
Leather Seats,
Alloy Wheels.

$9,481

Stk. SITC817613

2003 Ford Windstar SE: 85,000 Miles, 7
Passenger. TIC, PW, PL, CD, Alloy Wheels.
$6,959
Stk #TC8224A

2003 Buick LeSabre Custom
62,000 Miles, Tilt/Cruise,
Power Windows, Power
Locks, CD.
Stk. *P6738

$28,932*

$9,987.

$6,979*
2003 Ford Mustang
•••

73,000 Miles, Automatic,
Alloy Wheels Spoiler
Stk. f$P6693

$10,487.

2007 Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder 2005 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4
11,000 Miles,

36,000 Miles,
Heated Leather.
Stk *P6695

Automatic, Convertible.
Stk. *P6722

s18,826.

99,986.

'

30,000 Miles, CD,
Alloy Wheels. Electric
Seat.
Stk. OP6680

2007 Chrysler Sebring: 17,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, TIC, PW, PL, CD. Stk. #CP341

17,000 Miles, Heated
Leather Seats/Chrome
Wheels/Heml.
Stk. OCP346

2004 Cadillac CTS

E BASEBALL

93,686.

$19,942.

96,595'

TM) del Pompeu •.

21,000 Miles
7 Passenger.
Stk. #P6707

15,000 Mlles,
Heated Leather Seats,
4WD
Stk. *P6676

21,000 Miles,
20" Chrome Wheels
Stk. *P6704

•
.
•
...

/ashington

3,000 Peppers Discount
Plus '3,000 Toyota Rebate}

$29,999*

Your Price$27,667

ixt match is at
1VC opponent;
on April 10'4
be Senior Day::
lack. Horton,:
I Pompeu. The:
i 2:30 p.m. •

FIRMA.

402008

(..T8255

begin at 9 a.rri,•:
ampus. A short::
I is also locate(
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Rebates Cat adoption and microchip event this Saturday
can be
ticket to
vacations

1

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API
— For many Amencans. those
tax rebate checks meant to stimulate the economy will be coming just in time -- for a vacation.
The centerpiece of President
Bush's $168 billion rescue package for a wobbly economy is a
tax rebate prognan that will pet
up to $1,8(X) in the wallets of a
couple with two kids in a matter
of weeks, the prime season for
planning summer trips and early
fall getaways.
"The timing of this couldn't
be better for travel tourism,"
said Steve Morse, an economist
and director of the Tourism
Institute at the University of
Tennessee.
Some 130 million people will
be getting checks -- $600 for an
individual, $1,200 for a couple,
$300 for each child — from
May 2 through July 11.
Critics suggest debt-burdened consumers will use the
money to pay old bills, rather
than make new purchases.
An Associated Press-lpsos
poll seems to confirm this —
with 45 percent planning to
apply the rebate to debt, 32 percent planning to invest it and
only 19 percent planning to
spend it.
"But we have seen some
behavior that even when they
are pinched, vacations aie a
right of life," Morse said.
"People will borrow money to
take a vacation, it is that important to them."
Morse and former grad student Warren Jahn make the case
for tax rebate optimism in the
tounsm industry in a new report.
It relies heavily on research by
others and a previous study by
Morse that plays down even nsmg gas prices as an obstacle to
consumer; determined to relax
the Great Smoky Mountains
The research suggests that
consumers will say "one thing
before they get the money in
their hand but after they get it.
they actually spend more than
they got in the rebate," he said
Morse cites a November
study by three economists from
the Federal Reserve Bank, the
University of Nevada-Reno and
the University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School examining consumer habits from a similar
though smaliet rebate in 2001
The researchers tracked activity
of 75,000 credit card accounts.
The study found that many
consumers used the rebates to
pay down credit card debt, just
as pre-rebate surveys suggested
they would do. But three to nine
months later, they used then
newly freed-up credit to buy
even more. On average, they
spent 40 percent more than the
original amount of their rebate.
"If consumers use the 2008
tax rebate in a similar fashion as
the 2001 rebate study suggests,
consumers will spend more of
the (2008) rebate than originally
planned, generating opportunities for boosting 2008 travel
demand," Morse's report says.
"We are sure hoping that he is
nght." stud Leon Downey. chairman of the Southeast Tourism
Society and executive directoi
of tourism in the Smokies
tounsm community of Pigeon
Forge.
Morse's report created a buz2
last week at a Southeast Tourism
Society meeting in Asheville
NC. Hotel and travel destination professionals from 12 states
— from Little Rock, Ark., to St
with
Augustine.
plans to order up ad campaigns
and design getaway packages
aimed at the rebate audience.

The Humane Society of
Calloway County will have a
Cat Adoption and Microchip
Day on Saturday at Murray
Digital Solutions computer store
on the south side of the Court
Square. Cats for adoption will
be available from noon to 5 p.m.
and personal cats can be brought
in to be microchipped from 1 to
4 p.m.
Cats for adoption are from
the Humane Society's One at a
Time Cat Adoption Program.
The Humane Society rescues
cats and kittens from the
Animal
Murray-Calloway
Shelter and ones that are homeless within the community.
Once they are in the Humane
Society's care, they will stay
until adopted or placed in an
appropriate sanctuary.
"The Society's cats are fostered in approved foster environments," according to Kathy
Hodge, Humane Society executive director. "While they are in
a foster home, we are able to
determine their health, behavior,
personality-types and litter box
habits giving us more information to find homes that best
match the cat and the adopter."

Hodge added, "The number of
cats we can take in is &lei mined by the number of volunteers who graciously open their
homes to foster these kitties."
Before going to their foster
home, each cat or kitten is tested
for feline leukemia/Fly if over
5-6 months old and tested for
feline leukemia if younger.
Cats are vaccinated with
FVRCP and feline leukemia,
rabies if of age, dewormed,
treated for eaimites or other
conditions, given vet-approved
flea protection, and spayed or
neutered if of age.
If they are not old enough to
be altered at the time of the
adoption, a spay/neuter discount
voucher is provided which can
be used at any of our local
Murray vet clinics. The adoption fee for cats and kittens is
$99 which supports the veterinary needs of the next rescued
animal.
In addition to having all this
veterinary care, each cat or kitten is microchipped. A tiny
microchip, the size of a grain of
rice, is injected under the animal's skin between the shoulder
blades. "Besides the routine

cases of pets getting lost, wandering off or even being stolen,
the recent Katrina disaster clearly shows how important it is to
identify a loved family pet,"
Hodge said. "There is always
the chance that our area could be
impacted by a disaster involving
a tornado, earthquake or flood
resulting in you being separated
front ycur pet.'
The Humane Society will
microchip cats on Saturday from
Ito 4 p.m. for $10.(Please bring
your cat in a carrier for its safety.)
The mission of The Humane
Society of Calloway County, a
United Way organization, is to
extend humane education,
teaching kindness and concern
for animals and humans alike. to
relieve suffering and prevent
cruelty to animals; to increase
awareness of pet overpopulation
and work to reduce it: to enrich
our community through the promotion of quality of life for animals and people.
To preview the Humane
Society's adoptable cats, visit
www.forthepets.org. For any
questions regarding animals in
our community, please contact

Photo provid4e
Humane Society foster cat, Sailor, and Lee Hatcher will welcome viaitors to the Humane Society's Cat Adoption and
Microchip Day on Saturday at Murray Digital Solutions computer store, on the south side of the Murray court square. Cats
will be available for adoption from noon to 5 p.m. and personal cats can be brought in to be microchipped from 1 to 4 p.m.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Teen twins are waging
a war for independence

Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Kan
LUSSIer and Beth Crust, Murray
blementiu-y School students, reading the books in the Hawaiian
sunshine in the school play. The
tropical theme included a luau
after the reading. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernaid
Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Angela and James Harrison,
April 7.
In high school baseball games,
Calloway Lakers won 8-7 over
Mayfield Cardinals and Murray
Tigers won 4-3 over Marshall
County Marshals. Pitchers were
Jeff Owen for Laker% and Shane
Andrus for Tigers.
20 Years ago
Published is a picture of
groundbreaking ceremonies for
the University Shopping Center
on North 12th Street next to
Loretta Jobs Realty. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Scott
Wilson.
PV2 Robert R. Peebles is
now stationed at Fort Wainright
near Fairbanks, Alaska. He is a
graduate of Calloway County
High School.
M.C. Garrott writes about
David Frank, professional photographer of New York City and
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Frank
of Murray, in a two-part series
of his column, "Garrott's Galley."
30 years ago
Joe Sills, director of Murray High School Band, has been
appointed as a board member
for the American Youth Symphony and Chorus Organization.
based in Chadron, Neb.
Dr. Alice Koenecke showed
slides of her trip to Guatemala
while studying the nutrition program theme for the disadvantage at a meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs Larry Jones, Apnl

40 years ago
Volanteer workers are donating their services today in the
Community Service Day called
by Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuiston to aid in the cleaning up of the devastated areas
at Almo Heights, Dexter and
New Concord hit by the tornado in the early morning hours
on April 4.
Elected as officers of the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club were Mrs.
Richard Knight. chairman, Mrs.
Glen Rogers. vice chairman. Mrs.
Dru McKinney, secretary, and
Mrs. Robert McCoen, treasurer
50 years ago
W.Z. Carter. superintendent
of Murray Independent Schools.
was the speaker at a meeting
of the Murray Lions Club. He
has been a member of the club
for the past 17 years and has
held various offices and now is
district governor of this area.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. Harry Walker. a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Erwin Williams and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Hicks.
Murray Training School Colts
won 5-4 over South Marshall
Rebels in a baseball game. Pitchers for the Colts were Stonie
Henson and Jerry Wallace.
60 years ago
Haley Stokes, officer of the
Murray Police Department, has
resigned to go into the farm
implement business with his
brother. Edwin Stokes, according to Murray Police Chief Burman Parker.
Among the students attending the 20th annual Kentucky
High School Speech Festival are
Zetta Ann Yates, Murray High
School; Dorothy Ann Fans,
Hazel High School: and Betty
Yancey, Jeannie Smith, Jacqueline Sharbrough, Mary Anne
Grant and Julia Fuqua, all of Murray Training School.

DEAR ABBY: My 13-yearold twin daughters were very
close, considered each other
their "best friend" and got along
beautifully sharing a room Disagreements and arguments were
rare and nearly always minor.
However, during the
last
tew
months, out
of the blue,
they
have
begun fighting
and
arguing frequent I y.
They scream
and yell at
Dear Abby each other
over the pettiest
of
By Abigail
things.
Van Buren
Instead
of
being constant companions, they
no longer want to do anything
together.
Now they spend time separately with friends. They are
even asking us to get a bigger house so they can have
separate rooms. They refuse to
share the bathroom in the morning -- which had never been a
problem before -- claiming to
need privacy from each other.
This makes things very difficult during the morning rush
because we also have a 15year-old son who needs to get
ready for school.
I am at my wit's end trying to deal with this. I have
no idea what caused this sudden rift, and the girls don't
seem to understand it either.
Please help. -- LOUISIANA
MOM OF 3
DEAR LOUISIANA MOM:
What's causing the rift is that
your daughters are maturing.
Their hormones are changing,
and they are trying to become
individuals. This is a healthy
thing, and you should not worry.
As to the scheduling prob-

Todaylnillstory
By The Associated Press and Norway.
the New York Yankees
Today is Wednesday. April
In 1942, American and
9, the 100th day of 2008. There Philippine defenders on Bataan
In 1983. the space shuttle
are 266 days left in the year. capitulated to Japanese forces; Challenger ended its first misToday's Highlight in Histo-- the surrender was followed by sion with a safe landing at
ry:
the notonous Bataan Death Edwards Air Force Base in
On April 9, 1865. Confed- March which claimed thousands California.
erate Gen. Robert E. Lee sur- of lives.
In 1988, pro-Iranian Shiite
rendered his army to Union
In 1959, NASA announced Muslim hijackers who had
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant at Appo- the selection of America's first seized a Kuwait Airways jetmattox Court House in Vir- seven astronauts: Scott Car- liner on April 5 killed one of
ginia.
penter, Gordon Cooper, John their hostages as the plane sat
On this date:
Glenn, Gus Grissom. Wally on the ground in Larnaca,
In 1682, French explorer Schirra, Alan Shepard and Don- Cyprus.
Robert de La Salle claimed ald Slayton.
In 2005, Britain's Prince
the Mississippi River Basin for
In 1965. the newly built Charles married longtime love
France.
Astrodome in Houston featured Camilla Parker Bowles, who
In 1940, dunng World War its first baseball game, an exhi- took the title Duchess of CornII, Germany invaded Denmark bition between the Astros and wall.
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DEAR ABBY: I recently
visited my favorite brother and
his family for a few days. My
sister-in-law invited me to go
out for coffee with her -- just
the two of us -- then proceeded to tell me in great detail
about an affair she had about
a year ago. I was floored.
My brother doesn't know
about this, and now this information is haunting me. If my
brother knew my husband had
cheated and didn't tell me, I'd
be furious. On the other hand,
telling my brother will hurt
him. What should I do'? -BURDENED IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR BURDENED: Ask
yourself this question -- if you
wanted to keep an infidelity
from your spouse, would you
confide "in great detail" in his
sibling? If the answer is no,
then consider that your sisterin-law is either completely lacking in judgment or subconsciously aching to get caught.
Then follow your conscience.
DEAR ABBY: I would
appreciate your opinion on a
matter that has me concerned.
My son and his wife have gone
on a trip to Africa. I am watching the grandchildren part of
the time while their parents are
gone.
The night before my son
left. I said, "To be prudent and
prepared in case of emergency,
in the event you have an accident, who will be the permanent guardians for these children?" His reply was, "That is
none of your business. It is a
personal matter."
Was l out of bounds to ask
that question? -- GUILT-RIDDEN IN REDMOND, WASH.
DEAR GUILT-RIDDEN:
Absolutely not. Your question
was a timely and intelligent
one. A more pertinent question
would now be why your son
became defensive that you
asked. Could it be that he feels
guilty because the answer is
you will not be named as
guardian?
If that's the case, then some
written provision should be
made specifying that if anything happens to him and your
daughter-in-law, you will have
visitation with your grandchildren -- because unless it is on
paper, there is no guarantee
you will.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an
82-year-old woman. I have a very
puzzling problem. Since June 2007.
I have had a small amount of
drainage from my nght breast. I
saw a breast surgeon, who took
a sample and ordered a blood analysis. I was told
unless there
was blood in
the
fluid,
there
was
only about a
10
percent
chance that
the drainage
was caused
by cancer.
I have a
strong family
By
history
of
Dr. Peter Gott cancer, so the
specialist suggested I have a biopsy. He said
it would be a painful process. He
also gave me the option of wait
and see.
I have not done anything yet
but wonder if I should. The surgeon told me he thought the
drainage was from a milk-duct
abnormality. What is your opinion,
'
DEAR READER: Any breast
drainage is a red-flag warning of
possible cancer. Your breast surgeon is somewhat correct that a
biopsy is an appropriate step: however. I suggest you first explore
noninvasive techniques, such as
a mammogram and breast ultrasound The surgeon will be able
to see the mammary glands (milk
ducts), as well as the rest of the
breast. These procedures should
show any abnormalities.
I would just like to mention
that I sin unsure how your breast
surgeon would know where to do

Dr. Gott

a biopsy unless he has already
done imaging studies. This would
be like throwing a dart at a target knowing only what wall the
target is on. Chances are, if something is present, it will be missed.
Because you have a strong
family history of cancer, the
drainage is persistent and you
have delayed for nearly a year. I
urge you to have the imaging
studies. Further testing and possible treatment can then be based
on those findings. Don't delay
any longer. Breast cancer can be
cured if caught in its early stages.
There is a good chance that the
drainage is benign, but without
evaluation, there is no way to
tell.
To give you related infoimalion. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Breast Cancer and Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: When
take a children's aspinn 181 milligrams), I always get d nose
bleed. Does this mean that 1 am
allergic to aspirin? Where else
could I be bleeding from?
DEAR READER: I don't
believe you're allergic to aspirin.
I believe you are just sensitive
to aspirin's ability to slow blood
clotting. Another possible bleeding site is the gastrointestinal tract
(stomach. intestine, etc.).
Reduce your dosage or stop it
completely. You do not say why
you take it. If you are using it
for its pain-relieving properties. I
recommend ibuprofen (Advil.
Motnn, etc.) or naproxen sodium
(Aleve). Speak to your primarycare physician about the bleeding
tendency and request a referral
to a hematologist (blood specialist), who can test you for possible clotting disorders.

CsiitnictBridge
Fast dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•9 5 4 2
tP—
•K 5 4 3
•K 9 7 6 2
WEST
EAST
•
•AKQI083
•K 9 7 S 3 2
—
•Q .1 9
•10 2
•114J 10
40 5 4 3
SOUTH
•1 76
•A Q 10 8 6 4
•A7
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The bidding:
East
South
Weal
North
3•
4V
1)6k
All Pass
Opening lead
queen of diamonds.
Declarer normally main a survey of his winners and/or loser
when he starts to play a hand. If he Is
in a suit contract, he counts his losers; in notrump, he counts his winners.
However, this approach has its
exceptions, especially in suit play,
when there are ruffs available in one
or both hands. In such cases, declarer
niight find it more convenient to
count winners in estimating his
prospects.
Than,. the pment ease, if South
counted only his losers, he would

point to three in spades and (assuming he saw West s cards) as many as
five trump tricks This would amount
to a 1.400-point setback.
But the fact Is that South need not
use eight tricks. Indeed, if he exercises no more than a reasonable
degree of care, he can hold his losses
to only three tricks and make the
contract despite West's formidable
array of trumps.
He ivies the diamond lead with
the ace and embarks on a campaign
to score as mans of his loss trumps as
he can lie returns a diamond to the
king and ruffs a diamond, then
cashes the AK of clubs and ruffs
another diamond
South has now won us tricks —
two diamonds, two clubs and two
diamond ruffs
and still has 'he 17-6 of spades and A-Q-10-8 of
hearts. West has the seven trumps he
started with
Declarer leads a spade. forcing
West to nitT and return a trump to
hand South his seventh trick
Declarer plays another spade. forcing
West to ruff and lead another trump.
handing South his eighth trick
Fiaally, when declarer leads his
last spade, West must ruff once more
and return e rump to South's A-Q to
hand declarer his ninth and 10th
tricks Altogether. West is endplayed
in trumps three times!

tomorrow: Sy Is fa strikes a telling blow.

Cresswords
1 Stared at
5 Commuter
vehicle
8 Fizzy drinks
12 Behind time
13 Onassis
nickname
14 Forum hellos
15 Litterbug
16 Mild expletive
17 Pet shop buy
18 Follow
20 Sault — Mane
22 Glamour
24 Hush-hush orq
27 rigger's pal
30 Mischievous
32 Senator -

Cranston
33 Annapolis grad
34 lighten
35 Prom offering
37 Two together
38 Publishing
execs
39 Greene of
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Breast abnormality
always a concern

lem an the bathroom -- if the
girls won't cooperate and share
the facilities, then they will
have to alternate. And your job
as mother and referee is to see
that they do.
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'Bonanza

41 Cauldron
42 Underhanded

person
46 Warrior
princess
49 Creeping vine
51 Stiff and sore
53 Coal deposit
54 Type of tax
55 Wearing something
56 Atom fragments

57 Gumshoe
58 Vandals
DOWN
1 Loot) trains

2 New England
campus
3 Jacket or collar
4 Cotillion hon-
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2006 Untied Feature Syndtcale or

orees
5 Hard roll
6 'Where Eagles
Dare' actress
7 Noonday naps
8 Marathoner's

concern

9 Zoologist s
eggs
10 Violin knob
11 Compass pt
19 `fuck,
21 Shih —

23 - sanctum
24 Make small
talk
25 Tingle
26 Mate's
comeback
27 Galumph
28 Thole fillers
29 Switch
positions
31 Day - (fluo-

rescent painti
32 Queen beater
33 Boastful one
36 Gulf St
37 Vereen or

Kingsley
PEANUTS0W0
HERE YOU 60,
WOW!I CAN'T
RERUN I WON
BELIEVE iT
BACK ALL YOUR YOU BlIAT
MARBLES
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WILL YOU
TEACH ME
T0514001
LIKE THAT'

40 "Bye Bye Bye"
band
41 FedEx trucks
43 Apiece
44 Rights org
45 Genghis
46 Roman
teenager s
age
47 Help-wanted
abbr
48 Aulhor Amos —
50 Strive to win
52 Fabric meas
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE

COURT OF JUSTICE

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

Civil Action No. 07-CI-00550

Civil Action No. 07-CI-00433

cOCNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-CI-00401
?LAINTIFF.

GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC

d/ha Arnenca's Wholesale Lender

PLAINTIFF,

IDE FIRST STATE BANK

PLAINTIFF,
VS NOTICE OF SALE

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

ROBERT G. DODSON,
DEFENDANTS

ANGELA K. COLLINS,

DEFENDANTS

ROCHELLE M DODSON,

LARRY RUNYON, PAMELA RUNYON
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.

By virtue of, Judgment arid ('Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 11, 2008. in the above cause, to salted), the Judgment of the

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the C'ellowey Circuit
Court on February II, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the

DEFENDANTS

FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET,

Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $31,863.06. I shall proceed to offer for

Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $164,615 80. I .hall proceed to offer for

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit

gale at the Courthouee door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,

hale at the Courtheuse door in the City of Murray, Callowsy County, Kentucky,

Court on February 28 2008. in the above cause, to satiety the Judgment of the

to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.

to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,

April 18. 2006 at the hour of 1000•m., Inert time, or thereabout, the following

Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $68,588.04, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouu door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,

lescrthed property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with it, addrert being

April 18, 2008. at the hour of 1000 am local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being

4036 Kirlusey Road, Kirkeey, KY, and being more particularly deecribed us fo!-

1660 Rayburn Road, Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described

April 18, 2008, at the hour of 10 00 a m local time, or thereabout, the following

io.,

as follow,

described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being

Being one lot in Kirkeey. Kentucky, and in the Northwest Quarter of Section 25.

A 9 453 acre tract of lend as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Senn.. of Murray,
Kentucky, December, 1988, located at the intersection of Rayburn Road and Don

Being 1804 acres and the name real estate as recorded on Brook 151, Cabinet I.

Caldwell road. approximately 77 moles Southwest of the intersection of Twelfth
and Main Street, in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, as

the Southwest Quarter of Sec 7, T 3 0 R 3 E and uc more particularly described

described als follows

as follows

to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.

58 Golo Road, Kirksee KY, and being more particularly deacrthed as follaws
ltownehip 3, Range 3 East. and beginning 13 rode east from the corner that In 16
rods north of the southwest corner of said Quarter Section, thence, North 8 rode
thence Rut 7 rode thence South 8 rode thence West 7 rods to the beginning
containing

acre. more or lean

ALSO One lot in Kirlusey Kentucky. described ah being the Northwest Quarter
of Section 25, ibernslup 3. Range 3 East, and beginning 18 rode and 6 inches
north of the southwest corner of the said Quarter Section. thence East 50 feet,
thence South 50 feet, thence East 9 rods and 16 feet. thence North 7 rods and 16
feet and 6 inches, thence Wert 13 rude to Went line of said Quarter. thence South
to the beginning, containing

Drawer 3, Card 1684 and said property 10 situated on the Southeast corner of

Beginning Stan iron pin in the Southeast corner of the S W Quarter Section 7.

Beginning at the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land and a

said Iron pm being in the center of the Will Doorer Road 774 84 feet south from

southwest corner of the Robert Morten property. Deed Book 91. Page 51, said
point being an erirting iron pipe, 665+ feet north of the centerline of Don

the intersection of the said Will Dormer and (kilo- Mt Oliver Road, thence North
2 deg. 32 minutes 40 seconds East. 804.84 feet to an iron pan, thence North 0

Caldwell Road and 2691 feet east of the centerline of Rayburn Road.

deg ti minutes, 7 seconds Rut, 779 26 feet loon iron pin. thence North 87 deg
thence, north 87 deg 40 00' east - 640 00 feet with the said Morton mouth property line to a #4 rebar set at the northeast corner of the herein described tract of

acre, more or less

ALSO A part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 25, Townehip 3. Range 3 East
and bounded as follows, beginning 15 rode north from the wouthwest corner of
said Quarter Section, thence east 50 feet, thence north 50 feet, thence west 50

thence. south 3 deg 45 00' west • 630 41 feet with the Clifton Janes weed property line to a 04 weber set 30 00 feet north of the centerline of the Don Caldwell
Read at the eoutheast corner of the herein described tract of land.

ALSO A lot in Knikney. Kentucky, lying and being in the Northweet Quarter of
Section 29, llownship 3. Range 3 East, and bounded as followa 13eginiung at the
southeast corner of• lot sold to WN Canton by R S Miller on September IL

t.t.nce south 87 deg 21 00" west . 659 92 feet with the north side of said Don
Caldwell Road to•04 reber set at the etouthereert corner of the herein described

1901, thence running east 7 poles, thence north 9 poles to J E McCallon• land.
acre, more or

tract of land.

thence west 7 poles, thence uuth to the beginning containing

thence. north 3 deg 45. 00" west. 317 76 feet with the said Morton east property

less

Ime to•04 rebar set on the east side of Rayburn Road,

LESS AND EXCEPT Legal description of a tract of land situated in the
Community of Kiresey. County of Calloway, State of Kentucky. a pert of the

thence, with the east side of said reed. the following bearing. and distances

Evett property and the north line of the Robert Taber* property 215 93 feet
emit of the right of way line of Kentucky Highway 299:1 60 wide road I: thence
Mame
erivertng the Evert property north 4 deg 20 25' east - 132 05 feet to a
ter refuse in the south line of. stoop of land used for access which is the property
of the R S Miller hews(See Deed Book 10, Page 3211, thence along the Inuits of
said KS Miller heirn property the following calls: South 87 deg 16 00" East
9042 feet. North 2 deg 48 14' east 1384 feet to•"" rebsr in •fence line (the
eouth line of the WE Hargan property - See Deed Book 143. Page 196i, thence
"1 rebut at 0
with Hargann mouth line south 87 deg 05. 49 east 122 02 feet to•'
fence corner port in the weed line of the Mrs Roy Jones property (we Deed Book
156, Card 18541, thence with said Jones line and generally along•fence south 5
eeher at. fence corner, the northeast corner of
a
deg 13. 02" west 145.62' to'
the James Hamilton property (see Deed Book 172. Card 1497,, thence with
Hamiltonit north line north 87 deg 16' 00' west 199 83' to the point of begin.

erten& Weed 839.96 feet to an iron pin in the David Houser's Northeast corner.
thence South 2 deg 26 minutes 14 necondi. West. 74604 feet to an iron pin in
the northeast corner, thence South 2 deg 26 minutes 14 seconds West. 744 04

land,

feet, thence mouth 50 feet to the beginning

Northern Quarter of Section 25, lbyrnithip 3, Range:! East. and being further
1" diameter retoar in the ai,utb line of the
described se follows- Beginning at•'

52 minute, West 495.00 feet to an iron pun, thence South 0 deg 24 minutest 16

feet to an iron pin in Dayld Houser's Southeut corner. thence South 87 deg 52
minutes Feet 400500 feet to the point of beginning and containing (6 04 acres
Being the same property conveyed to Larry Runyon, et us , by deed fnom Jerry
Inowery, et us dated March 8. 24814, of record in &Kik 539, Page 811, .n the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days. but if mold on a credit of thirty (301 days. the purchuer shall deposit with
the Ciinumuioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, ensue to he paid in two equal installments hearing it.terest St 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable trithtn thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security MI delinquent taxes, if any. shell he ascertained and paid

North 6 deg 04 00" east. 1110.00 feet across the chord of. curved right of way
to a 04 rebar set.
North 3 deg 27 12' west . 206 43 feet to the point of beginning

by the Commesioner
This property at subject to all previously conveyed eaaemente and rights of tray
Thug property does not lie within •flood haserd area

Thin 17th day of March. 2008
Respectfully submitted

Being the same property oonveyed to Robert 0 Dodson, A ttx., by deed from
, dated February 13, 2006, In Book 632, Page 245,1,, the

MAX W PARKER

Justin C Kelso, et

Meister Commeinioner

Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

Calloway Circuit Court
The sforementooned property ahall be sold on • cash or credit bams of thirty (30)
diny, but if sold on. credit of thirty (30) dayn, the purchuer shall deposit with
the Commisononer one-third of the purchene price and execute bond with good
and suffictent twisty for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal inetallmentos bearing interest at 126- per annum from the date of sale until paid, and

CAREGRIVER to sit
with elderly couple.
293-9076 leave message Or 436-2949
before 6pm

fully due and payable within thirty days A hen shall be retained on the property
as additional rteurty All delinquent taus, if any, shall be eacertamed and paid
by the Commissioner

tong This tract contains 0 6466 scree

Thin 17th day of March. 2008
Being the mime property conveyed to Angela K._ Collin, by deed from Nona K
Berth. dated June 7.2004. of record in Book 550. Page 98 in the office of the

Respectfully submitted,

Clerk of the Calloway County Court

Muter Commiseioner

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit hasi, of thirty 1301
dayn. hut if wild on • credit of thirty (30) days. the purchaser shall depart with

Cal/01.y Circuit Court

MAX W PARKER

the Cornmourioner one-third of the purrheee price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal install-

SWAM

mente heannat [meowed at 125 per annum from the date of tittle until paid, end
fully duo and payable within thirty dart A lien shall be retained on the property
or additional necurty All delinquent taxer, if any, chill be ascertained and paid

Lost
REWARD!!
mix
puppy, boxer
White with brown ego
on one ear and tail.
to
Answers
Westwood Dr area

by the Comm...rt.
This 17th day of March, 2008
Reopertfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER

759-3229

Master Commissioner
'•Iloway Orrult Court

TO

RE

POND StocIdngl
Tburs, 4117! The Roll
Truck will be at SS
Murray from 11.451230 1-800-335-2077

Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action File
No 08-CI-00132. Captioned Jeff Williame
and wife. Joyce. Williams, on Paul Whitnight
and wife. Gall Midnight, et al . liefendante

The undersigned attorney filed an action in the
'alioway Circuit Court to notify the above Identified
Individuate and all other unknown pereone who may
claim any interest in the subject matter of this lawswot. that an action hes been filed regarding real
property known as let 796 in Unit II of Anderson
Short, Subdivision in Calloway County Kentucky
land more particularly described in the lawsuit) The
Plaintiffe in thie action assert" that they are the
owner of the property and that any rghte you may
have in the property should be terminated
1 1nlese a defense or answer to the lawsuit in made
by you on or before April 28. 2008, a judgment by
default may be granted against you Copies of the
cernpleont .n he obtained from the Clerk of the
Callowey Circuit Court, Calloway County Judlonl
Building, 312 North 4th Street, Murray, KY 42071
Ricky A lainkin, Req
304 North 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(2701753-1737
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS

or
wvnvirytishtruck.com
TO be sold Saturday
April 12th al 10:00 AM ,
Abandoned items at
Boggess Self Storage.
St Rt 121N Murray,
across from National
Guard Armory
020
Notice

IMMO
Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
on the
I st Sal of the month

6pm

CANINE Couture...
Fine appe,e1 for your
pet! Coming soon to
Watch for if'
Murray

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccurecies do occur.
Readers using thls
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
WOULD like to contact
Maxine
Laura
McKinney. If you have
any information send
592,
Box
PO
to
Murray. KY 42071

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY I. MSU
Athletics
Women's
benefits
Full-time,
High school graduate,
two years secretarial
experience required.
computer,
Excellent
office procedure, communication, organizational. and public rotations skills A key.
test is
boarding
required Salary &8.23
per hour. Click on
at
"Employment"
www.murtaystate.edu
for additional InformaComplete applition
Humen
at:
cation
Murray
Resources,
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray.
42071-3312.
KY
Women/minorities
encouraged to ariPly.
AA
M/F/D.
EEO.
employer

available.
Apply
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

at:

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Full time
part time position
available

and

APP4Y al
Wee Care
togs 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

.
April ' ft-ii,;
Showers
(44 d:
ri -ay
I
May!
I
1
Flowers! .
c,
1

,

IMMEDIATE OPENING

I need a well groomed man or woman to : s '
Lois assist
me at Murray Memorial Gardens
Must be able to work some evenings and 11
must have a sales personality Position 1
comes with great benefits and top pay. , 1,
Paid training provided
LLOGER &TIMES i

ftad 1

in

Pinot W'hitnoitht and wife. Gail Whitnight,
and all other unknown perionn who may
claim any interned in the subject matter of
this action

SONIC of Murray le
looking for experiRestaurant
enced
Manager. Pay rate
will
benefits
and
depend on experience. Please send
1 11111.11110
,
to:
Restaurant Manager.
137 GIbbS Store Rd,
Murray, KY 42071.

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions

311K11,41
,

-1' I

I

Call Mr Rouse at
(270) 554-4620
SALES ASSOCIATE

Position
Wages & Benefits

I

Home Delivery
I 3 vas --.--$12.00
I 6
I I yr.
-.399.60

I

Full Time

Competitive
Sales/Marketing -Truck 8. Auto Accessories

Duties / Skills.
*Sales by telephone & eCommerce
*Bachelor's Degree or 2.4 yrs Sales
sOrrlear Fntry/ Customer
*Focus/ Teamwork/ Attention to Detail
'Advanced MSONice
'Computer Skills./ Motivated/Organizational
Skills
*Willingness to learn products & pricing
structures

Rest of KY/TN
(Pieria S ;Sectional'

3

010...-....$70.511
6 mo..--$911.011

Check

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
I St.
I

Address

City

I State
I
Daytime Ph.

2M

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Mall resume to.
209 Radio Road
Alma, KY 42020
Emelt: Saleseirseeagie corn

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1)940
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

ledger & Ilmei

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & 1 lines

Employment Opportunity
Sates and Marketing position available with
MSCB Inc . a company specializing in medic al
consulting for over 20 years, located in Palls,
TN This individual must possess a strong
desire to succeed and a sincere determination
to be successful in a fast paced environment
ideal candidate must he a college graduate and
have 3-5 years of work experience, preferably
in a sales/marketing position Individual must
possess strong computer and organizational
skills Applicant must be willing to travel, with
frequent overnight stays required. Performance
will be measured against assigned sales objectives with personal generation of sales leads
required Salary, bonus and sales incentive are
provided Please mail or fax your resume to

ADLINES
Falls&
Ft1.11ut
ika1p&
Nat las

Vhd. I pia
Ttes111.a.

-Dula&

MSCB Inc.
Attn: Human Resources
PO. Box 1567
Paris, Tennessee 38242
Fax: 731-644-9576

Mel
Nolo

-lake the reign on a million dollar operation
as part of our management team. You'll get
the support and training you need to succeed.
plus the rewards your hard work deserves.

PLAINTIFF.

We are currently looking for Manager and
Assistant Managers in the Murray. KY area to
join our team. Qualified candidates will have
at least one year of management experience in
the quick-service restaurant environment.

DEFENDANTS

alloway Cimnt
in Judgment of the
corned to offer for
County, Kentucky.

We offer an attractive compensation and benefits package including health and dental insurance, paid life insurance. 4011k). tuition reimbursement, bonuses and opportunity for
advancement.

isbout, the following
ith its addreas being
,ribed so follawa

Qualified candidates please email your
resumes to:
robenspaulding530yaboo.corn or
call Bobby at 270-210-8016.

nob 151, Cabinet 1,
sutheast corner of
irticularly described

EEO Employer

Quarter Section 7
I 84 feet south tram,
Road, thence North
1, thence North 0
woos North 87 deg
tea 24 minutes 18
's Northeast corner.
t to an iron pin in
oride West, 744 04
ce South 87 deg 52
itning 18 04 acres

Division Manager position available with
MSCB Inc., a company specializing in medical
consulting for over 20 years. located in Pans,

Employment Opportunity

TN. This position will be responsible for !canting and maintaining established business
processes, managing employees, documenting
division activitic: and making suggestions for
continuous improvements. Ideal candidate
must have a bachelor's degree in business or
related field. Individual must possess excellent
verbal, written. organizational and computer
skills. Previous management experience is
preferable. Pay is salary plus commission, with

by deed from Jerry
Page 811,1n the

commission based on division performance
Please Mad or fax your resume to

it basis of thirty 1301
r atoll deposit with
,te bond with good
wo equal install
oile until paid, and
until on the property
kacertanned and paid

MSCB Inc.
Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1567
Paris, Tennessee 38242
Fax: 731-644-9576

Employment Opportunity

---inarts4
7
Ils1
1611

you love working
ith kids?
en Care Enterprises
ay be just the place
r you, Full time and
ill time positioni

Administrative Assistant position available
with MSCB Inc . a company specializing in
medical cimsulting for over 20 years. located
in Paris, TN. This individual must possess a
strong desire to succeed and a sincere determination to be successful in a fast paced environment Individual must be a college graduate or
have equivalent work experience Knowledge
of Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word and Quick
Books are required. Competitive salary plus
bonus are provided. Please mail or fax your
resume UV

MSCB Inc.
Attn: Human Resources

Ideal applicant will
have 10 years of progressive manufacturing experience preferred BS degree in a
technical field related
engineering
to
requited Competitive
wage and benefit packcommensurate
age
with experience
Please send
your
resume to the following
address
Attention
Human
Resources
Manager
230 B Tyson Avenue
Suite 324
Pans, TN 38242
MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work No selling
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Fnday. $7$16 per-hour Paid
weekly Cali 762-9912

PO. Box 1567

12110,•.d
I

I

I

IIMES

I

Load Mad

1

iftenart

MAI

11 10•
I
4

Al Mbar Moll
lolo•Apleas
No.

Visa

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on iair classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local lob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

MJC

zip
hi payment to:
& Times
040
f 42071
83-1916

II

DISCLAIMER

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
ext
800-346-2818
150
FOUR Rivers Internal
Medicine, Paducah.
KY, seeking NP, excellent benefits. Fax CV
resume to: (27014448302.

landscaper
LOCAL
needs part-lime laborers. $8-10 hour possible. based on expenence Must be able to
pass drug test, neat in
Call
appearance
(270)293-8923
LOCAL law firm looking for pal-time or runtime legal secretary.
Experience required
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-J. Murray.

NOW HIRING
Day & Night
Servers and
Hosts/Hostesses.
No phone calls
Apply In person.

cfr

1505 Druguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(2701 753
'
8286
Call (270) 293-4183
9am 4pm kl-F

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
()re: and Ivo, fi«Iri orn Apartments
( corral Heat arid Air
N1iI'111-‘011,1,
-N"

,hen
'
_Ps.44(e9temea

4.4!

RIAU UNI %IF vi. 17.94 ss. It 3 liedreatin 2 Bah Krick Iltune
Featuring lining 'loom kitchen. I talks Room & hand, Room. ()tho
Interior Features Include Laminate Wind Flooring In the I tditl %tout
& kitchen & % Soothing &rick lias I gig Fireplace In the Puma, Room.
% 21 or Attached Garage.
Notable features Outside I he Mune
(',turtle Drive & % lounging Patio In !be Backyard. %II Of this Is
Situated (hi A Nifrb Landscaped Martin Wight. Silloth•ision Irof
Estate Sells
Al SAN AIL itheehrts
Ts Me Miplboor

OPEN MOUSE
NIES riivairt -per Pone
P.U0 PM
EINO PM
f 41

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

1750 Loves Drive Murray. KY 42071

1850 St Fit 121S
Murray KY 42071

Immediately Available:

270-753-5562,

2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom' $495
, 3 Bedroom - based on income
Section 8 vouchers accepted 1,21
on all apartments.
• free Calik • Washer Dryer. Range. fhatiataher. &
Refrigerator Provided •.411 Electric • Carpet &(-crank
file • Central Ream & Air • Patio/Dn.k
Some restrictions apply
Call Joy tor details 270-762- IIlJ-ior
270-894-0820:, 1TYS8(10-648-60.56

ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

5

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Luck presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

1N1,11

v.01,,,

,m•ii, I

In, Wt.lo
1

JD 600 Hoboys $3.500
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7.500 (502)550-4080

L

- II
.f

11

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals
We are in search of
full time day shift
employees for scoreboard assembly
Successful candidates
are self-motivated
detail oriented and
take pride in the Quality of thee work Use
of small hand tools
and reading schematics are required to
assemble the scoreboards Having electronic skills is a plus
Salary is commensu
rate with experience
Spry:labia
Scoreboards offers a
competitive, comprehensive benefit package Apply at 106
Max Hurt Drive,
Murray or direct
resume to
mfg recrultingliscor
aboardt.COM
grounds
SUMMER
keeper. 30 hours per
week for mowing. trimming. pool care, and
burning brush and
trees Self motivated
able to operate farm
equipment, chain saws
etc Good references.
Start at $8.00 an hour
Call (270)436-2798
9 00am-5:00pm

a aillikare I
CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
clean
WILL
houses/offices Please
call (270)293-5806.

\\•,11.Ii

Ankles
For Sale
12X24 lofted, storage
building with fron
new,
like
porch,
$3.500.(270)492-8222
(270)293-2531
40" round glass top.
bar height table with 4
maim. Call
(270)759-4690
BELT and disc sander.
$30 Router and table,
$30 Plunge router,
/65. Scroll saw, $70.
Rolling tool cabinet,
$40 Propane tank and
torch $20. Woodworker
vice. $15. 435-4043.
COLLECTORS
Wanted: For Sale.
stamps, hundreds of
U S canceled, but I
leather
have
also
bound collection of
Russian Plate Block
1980
from
issue
Goss
Olympics
encrusted ch na collection 29 pieces with display case, Other collectible china. Old
records 45, 33. 78
Over 100 used books,
soft and hard bound
knick
1.000
Over
knacks, dished, bread
maker, pots and pans,
flatware, tools and
other items. Sale two
days only. Saturday.
April 12th, Sunday,
Apnl 13th. 7am-7pm.
(731)213-2148, 131
North
Forrest.
Camden. TN

COM

• 20 Years Experience
• Excellent References
It interested please colt
Undo Allbritton

293-1978

limiss Far Ids
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
Goi
Unbelievable Deals,
Save
Only 4 loft
Thousands', Call now
731-584-9429

1,

For Sale
M211[

•▪ NANNY
• Arallable for Chad
•
• Ikvinalag Sept. 1,2001

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza lo see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma 8
LCDs. Rear Proiection
LG, Toshiba,
also
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna 8
Satellite 759-0901
KR- teeth's Lawn anti
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831
PRESSURE washer.
new, $75
almost
Dryer,
Whirlpool
almost new $150. Call
753-1184 after 5pm.
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
FREE 6
upgrade
months of HO prow/HD
gramming
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO 8
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. a $5.00
for local networks Cali
Beasley Antenna 8
Satellite for more into.
759,0901 or toll free:
877 455 0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIAN( IS
WARD (LIONS

(270) 753-1713
WE HAVE
MOVED
WARD ELKINS
605 E
S. I ETH

+17-64./-$4.-

•

NOW taking applica- •••••••••••••
tions for all posttions
and all shifts. Apply
ELECTRIC Aluminum
In person at Sonic
coil spider any width,
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
good condition. $150.
St., Murray, KY. No
MOM COMPUTERS
(270)753-1873.
Service/Sales
phone calls.
Repairs/Upgrades
brand
NAME
OTF1 drivers needed
759.3556
(Jamboree) baby girl
Competitive
wages
clothes, shoes and
and benefits Home
-le
-T
1111L
accessones 6-12mo every 2 weeks Must
27, all seasons
have Class A COL with
227-3913
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
minimum 3 years OTR
753-3633
Clean
experience
HAM RADIO EQUIPMVR.(800)468-6087
BUYING
MENT FOR SALE:
Junk cars. :rucks and
RETAIL sales, wareVintage Ham Radio
tractors 436-5235
HP-23E1
house work, lifting &
Heathke
BUYING old US Coin
delivery, customer relapower supply with
Paying
collections.
position
tions, full time
Ham
manual. Old
Blue Book value. 293Please call for app?
Radio Heathkit HW-12
6999
(270)759-4979
Iran sciever
SSB
w/manual.lcom IC U82
CASH paid for
SKILLED y heel metal
UHF handheld Twogood. used guns.
and HVAC mechanics
Way Radio Ten Tec
Benson Sporting
Pay scale from $18.00model 2425 2 Meter
Goods, 519S 12th,
$38 00 per hour Send
Amplifer Ham Radio
Murray,
resume to P.O Box
Kenwood Ii 7730 2
1040-H, Murray, KY
meter FM transceiver
42071
with mike, power cord.
mountng bracket, manTAKING applications,
ual in factory box.
cashier/waitress, cook
(7311641-8222,
person
in
Apply

OKI( us out on the Nil

.-11 1 1 k

-*Owner Finance"'
16x80 2 BR. 2 BA.
$2.950 down. $435 per
mo. 55 Jessica Ln.
Bonnie
Byerly.
Principal Broker.
752-0729

•••••• s at ••••••

Karen's Wildcat
436-5051

I

‘.1 i;\()\ --1.\\\

SCRAP
CARS

NOW hiring servers,
cashiers and pizza
cook. Apply in person
at Tom's Pizza after
100pm.

rt
Stnne
liril

TANGLE WOO!)APARTMENTS
neeII el1
e-

•

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 00PM
only

Thursday Awl)10th,2008;

Calloway Carden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Duties to include but
not limited to
Develop/implement/ad
minister
pruduction/processing
methods and controls
to meet quality standards in most COSr efficient manner in a local
manufacturing tacitly
and
Investigates
work-inresolves
process problems,
Insure the economical
use of labor, material,
supplies, machines,
and equipment
and
Recommend
implement improvements and/Or modifications in sequence of
operations, equipment
utilization and related
matters.
Monitor assigned operations to assure compliance wtth approved
methods and standards.
Handle project management aetivities for
existing and future
protects which includes
conceptualizing
design, schedules, and
status reports
Work in conjunction
Human
with
Resources.
Supervise and coordinate the formal and
informal progressive
training of subordinates
TS
of
Knowledge
16949 required
of
Knowledge
OSHA/TOSHA regulations required
Assist Chief Operating
Officer in setting manpower requirements
plant wide

tale Auction

rout
LOCATION: 1842 Slockinnbord Lane. %lured,. Is%
lid, I
115i.a 'irr ottp
lido•Main r..kr Ilw v ,
Surx.M.ish in 1.. ti Mis A irigtoi.1 I 81 at rum I In Pi nil
vo...,-11 5.1
Freon Murray %fele tampon, fake li.anh 0.0
MAO (bawl Rd . PTIn red 10 Auction Sire Signs Posted?!

NEED full-time help.
Start immediately. No
Paris, Tennessee 38242
experience necessary. •
Fax: 73 1 -644-9576
Will train. Hourly plus
•
bonuses.
•
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E, •
Help Meted j
Fairdealing.

)ply at.
ee Care
19S 15th St.
array. KY 42071
70)753-5227

Ins(1
ay
ns!

o)solu

Manufacturing
Full time
Manager.
position with iocai comopening
an
has
pany
for a sett-motivated
manufacturing managOut of lyre box
er
thinkers are encour`0.8 to aPf4Y To he
suocessful in this role
you will need to
demonstrate expertise
in protect management
as position will require
direct supervision of
several departments

ea

Virdneulay, April 9. 20•11•.111

WHITE Stork Craft
Baby Bed. Mattress
and mattress cover
Excellent
included
shape. $80 Please call
474-2277

Need furniture?
We sell new 8. used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653

42 inch cut Murray
Mower, few firs, Cu.
condition. $550
227-0304
HUSTLER zero turn
mowers In stock. 12
months same es
cash Western Auto
of Benton Inc. 312
East 12th Street,
Benton, KY 42025
(270)527-8661

FOR SALE 25 HP
Shibaura. 4x4 Tract°
NO PTO, good grading
tractor 5' disk, $500. 5
finish mower. $500. 5
bushhog, $400. 4' tiller
$800.
o
(270)978-0543
(270)436-5277 aft°
6pm.

1963 Fairmore 14x70,
3 BR 1 5 BA, LR pull
out Riviera Ct 51 7530250. 703-5804. leave
message
Fleetwood
93
16x80
Reflections
home
mobile
3BR*2BA. All appliances included. porches and carport. Serious
inquiries only. $14,000.
(270) 227-0379.
REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Paris,
TN Call 731-584-9429
for more details
SPECIAL
SPRING
new
a
Purchase
Clayton Home in the
April
of
month
and
PAYNO
receive
MENTS FOR FOUR
NIONTHSII Call for
detail at 731-584-9429
Saws For

IN

Nice 2 BR trailer, no
pets 753-9666
Small 28R, $225
753-6012
Fir Plat
1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets. Leave a message. 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
182 OR apts. 1 -year
lease 1BR $350.00,
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Ants
753-7559
IBM. 411-1/2 S 8th
St., $265/mo secunty. 474-2520
2 BR apt , extra nice,
$540
1403A
Valleywood Available
May 1st 753-3018
BR
2
dupiea,
washer/dryer, C/H/A
1, 2, 3 BR apartments
753-0606
753-1252
761-3694
2 BR, 2 BA,
Wahser/Dryer furnished, cable & water
od $550 per mo
759-1509 753-2225
2-BR duplex apartment. C/H/A, W/O. furnished and lawn maint
No pets 1 ‘a lease
$450/mo.$350deposit
Call
304B S 6th
(615)907-4955.
2BR duplex, 2I3A,
garage No pets 7537457 or 227-3054
2BR duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished.Various loco
tions Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR8 3I38 apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
monih deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 8 4 BR townhouses
5630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses
12701.348-0458

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Securrly alarmed
•Sale 8 clean
•We sell boxes,
.We rent U Hauls
753-9600

384BR, 2BA available
appliances
now.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

bed-

BEAUTIFUL one
room with washer and
dryer. Great location.
Pet and smoke free.
includes
$400mo
water, 226-8006

1.200-3.000 sq ft office
and 4.000 so ft warehouse space available
for short term sub
lease Call
(270)832-0012

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 8 2.br units
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
Mon 8
492-8721
Thurs
I0-12am. TOO No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity

COMMERCIAL warehouse space available
for rent/lease Appx
16,000 Sti ft 3 loading
docks. 2 over head
ground level doors
Robed
Contact
(270)761-6812

NOW LEASING
1. 2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Nortewood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

Office or rental space
for lease $800 per rno
1600 sq ft c-293-2098
w-753-5500.
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905.
293-1480
SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now. no pets
$260/mo. 753-59E10

270 753 1492

VERY nice, large 2BR.
all appliances Smoke
free no pets Deposit +
1400 418 N 8th 4892741

R

an Far Ana

2BR. IBA, house ii
country. C/G/A. appii
ances
mo
$500
Coleman RE 753-91398
Exceptionally nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
with large family room,
2 car garage Large
fenced yard and all
appliances Located in
wonderful Oaks
a
Country Club neighAvailable
borhood
May I, 2008 $900/mo
12701759-5885
or
(270)293-7085

Welsh
Adorable
Pembroke Corgi puppies Locally raised.
wormed and shots
$300. 489-2741.
227-9631
DOG Obedience
436-2858
FARM raised
Prembroke Welsch
Corgi. Australian
Shepherd, Jack
Russell Terriers. black
Toy Poodle Wormed
and shots Judy
Turner (618)499-1282.
(6181672-4778
Toy Poodles (27014892761,(270)519-4471

Two Pyrenees puppies
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
for sale 293-9199
3 BR, 2 BA home with
large family room 2
garage, large
car
Yordiala
fenced yard, all kitchen [
appliances, and W/D
hookup Located in a
Oaks
wonderful
Country Club neighAvailable
borhood.
2008
1,
May
5875.00/mo. (270)7595885 or (270)2937085.
LOVELY 4 BR, 2 1/2
BA home with 2 can
garage. all appliances
W/0 hookup
and
Located inside the city
district
school
or
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7085

MOVING SALE
312 N 6TH ST
SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY
6:00-5.00
Furniture, home
decor, and much
more
Everything is in Inc
house so just come
on in Sale will continue if it rains

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
&SF Warehousing
Near MSU 120-50
753-7668

600 VINE ST.
WEDNESDAY
TliRU
SATURDAY
7:00AM-?
mimamnomn=1.16

111061 NIACIN
MINIaSTORAt1411
•Ali Size Units
Available
*Now Have
CMOs Control

733-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

45• Wednesday, April 9, 2008

numeried

Calhoun Construction, PLC

WM Coro

General Contracting

NEED A VEHICLE?

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

DUALITY WORICIMINIMP
YOU CAN ENEMND
16 Yaws Ibmsttie
•Tor•CMY
•New NMI
• nolo
•WodENEENEElp
4588458000

04 Lesabre $5.950
SES
TelUlUb
02
sunroof
loaded
$3.950
95 Olds 88 $1,600
95 C hry Concord
$1,950
97 GMC Ex' Cab V()
$2,950
12 enclosed trailer,
nice $1,650. Baths
Chambers 5' Woods
Belly MOWN' $2,500
Make reasonable offer
will sell. 978-5865

Sotttilern Gre,..,

BRANDON'S Ouldooi
service
Mowing yard cleanup. shrubs. bush hogging. tiling. mulch.
grading
C-(270)978-0643
after 6 00(270)4365277

IDecto &
2111)713.

1.1-5•••

2g1,,

Lawn
CALHOON'S
Care 8 Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161

2001 Olds Intrigue.
91.000 miles. 3.5 V-6.
power. Asking
all
$4.200 CaN 293-1931

91 Dodge Ram 150,
150.000 mites $1,500
080. 227-0615

Ural

1998 Gull Stream 34ft
Survoyager. 12' slide
538,000.
out.
(270)293-8004

Rai or Lame
&Motors

TOBACCO ground
approx 105 acres.
highly productive land.
water available dose
by (270)489-2116

Pao..., tear,s

iaii

tioowng Air Notwe
Ail Sal twee ads rowed herrrn
solved to It Federal lair
tiotwang Art what) maw. 0
illegal to advertwe mi porterere imutabon or &wontvia
bon based or rats oat, rrls
port set...rap tarns. stt
tin or nanonal onion or aster
non to make aro nab rtrh,
errn hmstaturre or deronnona•
bon
SUL laws torbrd dectuthrwhon
in the sale. rental or advert.%
04 real estate based en tattoo m
addition to those protected
under federal law
We writ knowingly Aver ans
adverbs% for awl null...awl,
*not or molabon of the law All
persons art hereto Informed
that all dwethrup arkertand are
avadaNe on MI equal opportunity haw
For lurther awalanor with Farr
How.% Advert.% mourre
111.01 MOW NAA
0031648-1000
Rewe P

57 acres on both sides
of Brooks Chapel Rd.
Will sale in tracts. for
more into. Call 270
293-3382

I

5N

Fw$ke

$83,000 011ve Hamlet
Rd., Hardin. 2311.
IBA. beautiful country
setting, place for horses. newly remodeled
pictures on
View
ForSaleByOwner corn
Call (270)906-6923.

NEW construction, rust
finished 141 Blissfu
View, Saratoga It. Ur
scale nome 4-BR. .
BA. 1270)804-1655
renovated
NEWLY
38R, large den- coon'
be 481 8'1. 2BA, bnck
ranch, living/dinning
room, stainless steal
appliances,
kitchen
new beautiful hardwood floors. new
Italian hie bath, new
C/H/A. freshly painted
walls, beautiful crown
molding, 2064 sq It..
fruit orchard, grape
arbor, garden area on
appx. 3 acres. 4mi
Cailoway.
north
$142,000. 753-1140,
293-3750.
NICE, dean, 3 BR, 2
BA, country house.
outside budding. Large
trees. erni west of Lynn
Grove. 853,000.
382-2197
PRICED below
appraised New
3brr2ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II Call
1.949.689.5998
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
5248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.

3-bedroom. 1-bath,
1200/Sg-ft Brick home
1-1/4 acres. CH&
large Fenced
Backyard, Patio
$82.500
615-804-744/
House 205 N 616 St.
repairs
Needs
(770/559-4010.

18M
I AWN '••IRVIt
man, wins,:
lands, atom; F.
I eat t ourrong
saiotas torn oAaf.Anlve.,1

-53.11ith
Mowing
Lawn
1
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services 8150
227-8658 Cell
.
YOUR AD
COULD .91
HERE FOR .
oNt.'t $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 NOUN sum=
Res . Corn . & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big iir small

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured

2005 Electric Glide
Classic. silver, 1,300
miles, $20,000
293-1231
lado Pets

USED TIRES
14,1,5.16 inch
Starting at $20
moirnted

(all 753-5606
2 BR, I BA- Tn City
935.000- 761-4558

SiNerado Jet Boat. 20
ft. 454 Chevrolet
engine, blue, yellow
and orange flames
$3,000
293-1231

753- 5 2

2 BR. 1 BA home in
county. $50,000761-4289
to Spare
I BR. 25 13.1
home )41 15 &re,
S00 Sq Ft with
new hardwood na.srs
carpet. appliances
Horse farm potential
SI59.00(100
www creauvqxoptny•
solvers.com
Call
1270)
761-466

753-344)0
beicitaauney
Moo. Services
BOG 1%.. 58b

W

M*Vialtio

2008 Chevy Tahoe
271, 9,000 miles, save
condtion,
excellent
$42,000
(270)205-0747
1999 Jeep 4x4, Grand
limited.
Cherokee
$7,200.
(270)759-1987
99 Lexus AX 300. gray.
Very clean
AWD
inside and out. no
dings. moon roof.
59,000. 759-8252 after
Slam

The Stars Show

the kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive, Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Investigation reveals a
myriad of possibilities. The real
issue is which path to head
down. Only you can answer that.
You actually have an excess of
Understanding
possibilities.
grows Tonight: In the middle of
the happening
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Continue as If you are on
yellow alert financially. Being
wary is excellent and wit prevent
mistakes you would prefer not to
make. Listen to feedback, which
could be very important, especially if it comes later in the day.
Tonight' Find a pal to hang out
with.

i
,

1
1
,

\i;',...%\
\ \ hi .1 \11 \ I

••41-

I

weekly & special
ocally inaia•dioperolog
759-1151 • 293-27E3

15\ 1111
\ I \Ltl

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers uts
sources reliable, bui
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so al
flair own rise. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, not
any of is employees
accept any responsibisity whatsoever for their
activities

r I s ors I s.

.1
1

\I

s

'mliii

293-27$4

ROOFING Free estimate.(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924
3301 St

kt 121n.

753-8087

JOE'S JOBS

-•,1 4 •41 •

MOWING and trimming, reliable. sched
Wed Steven 767-9178
MULCH,double grade
We deliver
(270) 519-0442

14

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
TROYER'S
Pole
Construction.
barns, shingles, metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

isapesline Blear
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might want to integrate some better ideas into a
preyed You might need to win
the favor of an assn'-late or a
loved one first. Together you'll
become a very powerful team.
Follow-through counts. Tonight:
Say yes to a little frivolity.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might have a difficult
time containing yourself in order
to get the results you desire. It
might be important to know
when to cut your losses You
have a unique ability to make a
difference with the many people
in your life Tonight: Nap and
then come out of your shell!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Use the daylight hours
for key protects. You have an
abundance of energy and can
meet any situation with ease
However, realize others might
not have the same resilience. Be
willing to sit back and rethink a
decision Tonight A vanishing
act could be most alluring to
someone else.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others pressure you to
the point that you might want to
yell like there is no tomorrow
Realize we all have limitations.
You might need to say no to a
request. You don't want to develop a reputation for doing things
halfway Tonight. Hook up with
friends.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Your ability to detach
comes through one more time,
as you easily find a new path to
a goal. Your vision is changing
dramatically. Listen to feedback
from an expert or two. Still, you

will make your decision and run
with the ball. Tonight: A must
show.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You assume that someone will mime through for you
You have seen and understand
the power of positive thought.
Just the same, being less vested
and more direct might be a great
idea. Let go and allow others to
lust be. Tonight Take in a movie
or listen to a great piece of
MUSIC.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dric.
21)
**** You might be unsure Of
yourself when dealing with a
child or loved one. As information comes forward, you breathe
a sigh ot relief. You know you are
going down the correct path.
Relax with the moment. Tonight.
Opt for dinner with a very special
person.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You defer to many, as
you are focused on one item at a
time. Once you accomplish what
you feel is necessary, you can
breathe a sigh of relief. Events
take you in a new direction

Tonight: Welcome the moment to
socialize.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** 'Your imagination might
be filling in the gaps way too
easily as you find solutions with
ease. However, they might not
work when tested. Be open to
revision. You will be much happier as a result. Tonight. Winding
down -- it has been some week
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You need to focus your
thoughts on basics. or you might
not appreciate the end results
Let a situation work rtself out. Be
open to feedback_ Let your imagination wander later in the day
Tonight: Consider taking tomorrow off.
BORN TODAY
Roman Emperor Theodosius II
(401). founder of the Salvation
Army William Booth (1829). publisher Joseph Pulitzer (1 847)
Jacqueline Inger Is on the
Internet at http://www.ptc.queItnebegercorn.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

To see more newsphotos
from our photographers go to

invw.munrayledger.com
ou can order reprints and
photo gifts of your favorite
photos there too.
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270-753-2279
_ _
GRAVEL, white rock,
sand delivered
1270)293-1924

',TVA

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

I

1.12 V'IS

, 2-01-1,1-111)\le

Dow Gnimoni. Otteler
WU IS, Innr.rance Wort
W84 laanatartl kaolin

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Tnmming, removal.
Slump grinding. firewood Insured, 4892839

D
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Enter for a Chance to WIN a
Family Four-Pack of Tickets!

I

1\1\11 Mall
111 III I:II III!

slate Da wgia 06811
&WW15 HOP Jaen
Rano:Wong a Plandno

270-293-5624

,....v.
GLING (sp.c;b; BAR,/

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.

Mitchell Itros.

It 55 l's
.
MIRK,
\
INIC:===1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, April 10, 2008:
Opportunities just keep knocking on your door. You cannot
stop or buck this trend. Your
careei and/or commitment to the
comniunity blooms. You evolve
into an even stronger leader with
direction and understanding.
Your verbal skills are a large
factor this year. You will learn to
express your dreams and mobilize your many admirers. If you
are single, you have the charm
and wit to draw in many. You
choose who is best. If you are
attached, keep the air clear
between the two of you. GEMINI can be intellectually challenging.

.
1

ALL around house
washing Houses, concrete, brick, vinyl
decks and fences and
more. 873-2263
ALL Carpentry. remodeling, additions, sunrooms, decks. mobile
home repair, rotten and
sagging floors Larry
Nimmo 227-0587
753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ik spif Li'

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Fiooring •Oecits
*Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/insured
nedeauconstruction net

David's
Home
Improvesseat

NONSCOPII

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
funk 8. tree work

Al Joe's Mower 0,0118
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867

sor.41
1 I It
s sIN 114 At 11Nt.

ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd robs
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roots
decks
293-5438
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156
270-293-0034

4111P
Brun Robertson I 270.293.6622
where excellence as measured be the yard

CATHY'S
Waidepenng,
Painting. Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-0904

753-4418•227-9484

1973 MG Midget conrestored,
vertable,
nice (270)753-1873
lee01111:811

MOWING & LANDSCAPING

Murray Ledger & limes
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CITY

1
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1
STATE

OAT ANOTTE
HERE'S HOW TO ENTER:
No purchase necessary to enter to win. Complete Ike coloring sheer and ...,.,.,...
-. ---''
.-.
winFour
drop it off at Mr. Gatti's Pizza, Sirloin Stockade or Los Porkies.
'"'''''''''" `""""°"'"'"'''''."`."'".."'''''''' a.
lien will receive a Fomify Four-Pock of Tickets. Deadline For entries is" ''''''''''''''''"''''
www.RingIing.com
Wed., APRIL 23, 2008.
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PARENTS NAME
CHUM MIMI

PRI 26 & 27 REGIONAL SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER
AL
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